
CHAPTER 2
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SCIENTIFIC SUBLANGUAGES

0. rntroduction. The definition of cross-reference in
the preceding chapter is tested in a description of refer-
ential relations in a research article ("rnfluenzal',)

drawn fron a subranguage of cellul.ar immunology. rn the

first section of the present chapter some general con-

siderations are introduced regarding the notions of rdis-

course' and 'sublanguage'. A number of these are later
developed in connectlon with a statement of specific re-
sults obtained in previous work on the immunology sub-

language (sections 3 and 4). While we lack fully-arti-
culated theories of discourse and subranguages, the study

of sublanguages presents a vantage point in terms: of which

several topics hitherto regarded as peripheral r e.g. t those

in the hyphenated field of language-in-culture, can be

integrated with grammatical investigations, and many, more

global, questions, concerning grarnmar, €.g., the notion of
arnbiguity, can be formulated (or: reformul"ated). Some of
these questions are addressed in section 4.

As with previous work on thi-s sublanguage, the present

investigation is concerned with regularizing texts in a

way which permits a representation of their information.

rn this task, it is based upon a theory of ranguage struc-
ture exemplified in the operator-grammar of English pre-

sented in GEMP (section 2.L\. Discourse- and sublanguage

analysis use transformations (section 2.2) to aliqn sen-
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tences in a text, in a nanner which assists in estabLish-

lng word-cLasses specific to the subscience (section 3.1).
The methods of analysis are presented in section 2i re-
sul.ts of these methods applied to a body of research arti-
cles (concerned with the site of antibody fornation) are

surveyed in section 3. section 4 examines the larger issues

involved in the grammatical specification of this subran-

guage and comments upon those results of the prior investi-
gation which bear upon concepts of synonymy and ambiguity.
A number of hypotheses proposed in this examination of
cross-reference are intended to test and extend these and

other results.

1. Discourse and Scientific Sublancruaqes. fn this sec-

tion the notions of discourse and scientific sublanguage

are introduced. Discourses serve both as data in respect

to the establishment of linguistic elements , e.g., phonemes,

rnorphemes, and as linguistic domains in their own right in
which regularities of occurrence among certain of these

elernents can be examined (section 1.f). Scientific sub-

Languages can initially be characterized as a set of dis-
courses in particular field of research (or theory) and

are part of the 'sociolinguistic division of labor. obtain-
ing in many speech comnunities. rn section 1.2, scientific
sublanguages are briefly characterized and contrasted with

the neighboring notions of ,style, and rdialectr. The

guestion of grammatically delimiting a scientific sublan-
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guage is addressed in section 4 after presenting a sketch

of the gramnar of the immunology sublanguage (section 3!.

l.L Discou_rse. Discourses are firstLy data for grammaticaL

investigations. Construction of the various units of lin-
guistic analysis -- phonemes, morphs, morphemes, etc.
proceeds from a comparison of discours"".l For instance,

the basis upon which sounds are collected into phonemes

is the relation of "being a repetition of": that tfl and [n]

contrast in English follows from the fact that, €.g.,
His name is small is not a repetition of His fame is srnall. 2

Similarly, the deternination of morpheme boundaries is made

in respect to distinctions between discourses. A less

familiar case is presented in transformational analysis.

This analysis makes use of the result that within a particu-

1ar sentence S.,, a sentence S. is identifiable together1' l
with some material X. To obtain this result requires analy-

sis and evidence: one must confirrn that the S.-portion inl'
S. is the same sentence as an independent S.., and not just

L.

the same words as S., otherwise broughL together. The exis-

tence of this other possibility is exemplified by ambiguous

scnfenr-eq qrrr-h as Thcv aonointed a feactionarv qpr.rctarrr

of defense. Moreover, the evidence for the identity of the

S.-part of S, with S-, requires an examination of discourses,
l' 1 l

either by a comparison of neighbors of S, and S. in sets

of discourses or by relati-ng inequalities of liielihood

between S. for each material X and those of Sr.3
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Several important conclusions can be drawn from such

cases. Phonemes, defined in terms of dLff.erences (distinc-

tions) between word-repetitions, permit the representation

of utterances in terrns of discrete elements.4 fh" distinc-

tions among these el-ements and anong others , vLz.1 rllo!-

phemes, are made in respect to their distribution, i.e.,
possible combinations with other such elements in dis-

courses. It is in terms of such occurrence-restric-

tions that grammatical structure can be stated: one need

not impute a substrate or locus , €-g., mind, to the distinc-

tions or structures. Final1y, these examples give some

preliminary indication of the way in which distributionally-

marked distinctions relate to information in language --
the relation of "being a repetition of" (or: not being a

repetition of) introduced with phonemes is a "semantic"

one identifying and distinguishing various utterances.

A grammar of a language is a statement of these ele-

ments and their regularities of occurrence. Regularization

is a procedure by which more freely combining elements are

defined or the operations of the grammar are generalized.

Examples from structural linguistics include the redefini-

tion of phonemes in terms of simultaneous comPonents, and

of morphemes as particular phoneme sequences in terms of

various changes in the composition of phonemes.5 within

the procedures provided by structural 1-inguistics, a dis-

course -- that is, a connected piece of speech or writing --
is characterLzable as a seguence of sentence structures.6
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Discourse-analysis, as presented here (section 2,21, des-

cribes the additional structure presented by the recur-

rence of words in particular positions relative to other

words which ,""ur.7 Regularization of a discourse con-

sists in paraphrastically realigning (transforming) cer-

tain sentences in a text. By means of these transforna-

tions, dissimilarities in the environnents of particular

words or word seguences can be reduced; the reaLignment

of sentences into a designated normal form assists in
estabLishing eguivalence-classes of word-occurrences

which are positionally similar to one another. The struc-

ture of a particular discourse can thus be presented as

a table in which each row consists of a particular se-

guence of these equivalence classes and each column con-

sists of the successi-ve members of each class.S

The principal interest which attaches to these

methods of analysis is as a means of representinq the in-

formation in a discourse. A theoretical explication of

the informational import of these regularizing operations

is given in section 2.2I and is demonstrated in results

of a previous research project in the subfield of cellular
immunology (section 3) .9

Other studies can, of course, be developed on the

basis of these procedures. As Harris notes, "Although the

specific word-recurrences in the successive sentences of

a discourse are unique to that discourse, various types of

recurrence patterns seems to characterize various types
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of discourse" (L98222331. These types of discourae, e.g.,
narratives, scientj.fic observations, are akin to what is
referred to as "text-typestr and "genres,'. Some indica-
tions of these types appear in the results reported for
the immunology sublanguage in lhe Form of rnformation

in Science (hereafter referred to as FIS), where, for
instance, sentences under the heading of ,'Discussion"

differ in clearly stateable ways from those under "Results".
Again, 'styler, ?.g., Ciceronian, telegraphic, is often
used to describe features of particurar discourses (as

opposed to stray sentences). while certain elements of
style are tied to the specific vocabulary used, other

features of style may be related to the types and seguences

of transformations applied to a discourse in order to
obtain some designated "normal form,,.l0 Another interest,
exempli.fied in the early work on discourse analysis, is
in the critique of discourses whose patterns of recurrence

may point to various ideology-linked distortions (Harris

L952a2342-43i 1952b).

L.2 Scientific Sublanguages.

1.21 Social Setting. Among the tasks assumed in socio-

linguistics is a determination of speech-comrnunities along

various social dimensions (classr a9€, etc.) and an exami-

nation of variation within the speech of communities.

Most all speech communities characteristically show a

"sociolinguistic division of 1abor,,,11 shared habits of
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lrord usage connected to the special activities of its
various sub-groups. Bloomfield, speaklng of an ideal
record of linguistic exchanges anong members of a speech

community, noted:

l{e beLieve that the differences in density of
cornmunication within a speech-community are
not only personal and individual, but that the
community is divided into various systems of
sub-groups such that the persons within a sub-
group speak nuch more to each other than to
persons outside their sub-group. (Bloomfield 1933:42)

Certain of these sub-groups have their own distinctive
speech forms -- "Occupational- groups, such as fishermen,

dairy workers, bakers, brewers, and so on have...their own

technical language" (Ibid., p. 50) .

Scientific (and technical) sublanguages should be

differentiated from the neighboring notions of styLe and

dialect. While occasionally one finds references to

'scientific style' and rscientific dialectsr, these terms

need not coincide: scientific material can be presented

in a decidedly non-scientific style (e.g., D'Arcy Thompsonrs

On Growth and Form). The term 'dialect. is perhaps better

reserved for the local and regional forms of speech to

which it is typicalty apptied.12 A lecture on population

ecology, for instance, can be delivered by a Chicagoan or

a Brooklynite. All of these notions -- dialect, style, and

science languages -- can presumably be characterized as

sublanguages. fn Mathematical Structures of Lanquaqe

(hereafter called MSL, p. L52), sublanguages are taken to

be "certain proper subsets of a language lwhich] may be
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closed under some or all. of the operations defined in the

language". one can suggest some rough criteria which serve

to distinguish these various forms of sublanguage. In
respect to regional diaLects, one point of distinction is
the phonetic differences relevant to its characterization.

Moreover, whereas regional diaLects share in the nain the

gross grammar, i.e., the major word-classes, formulated

for the entire J.anguage, sublanguages of science can be

said to have gratnmars distinct from those constructed for
the language (see below). Styles, as suggested earlier,
can be described (at least in part) in terms of particular
seguences of transformations, and perhaps frequency of
vocabulary under some sorting.

A question may be raised as to delirniting the bound-

aries of a particular scientific sublanguage. While the

question is not answerable apart from some reasonably fu1l
descriptions of such sublanguages, it shourd be noted that

the situation with science sublanguages in this respect

is much the same as with languages themselves: there may

be elements not fully integrated in the system, e.g., re-

stricted to particular vocabulary items (as with /zhl in
measure), or others which are in the process of change

"tU r. Uescribable in differing ways (cf. section 4).13

7.22 Overview. In this section, I present a broad 1in-

guistic characterization of scientific sublanguages, with

examples drawn from some of the few which have been stu-
1A

died" lthe immunology sublanguage receives fuller ampli-
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fication below). These sublanguageg can be initially,
and provisionally, identified as a set of discourses with-
in particular journals (cf. section 4). The restriction
to such sublanguages as are written discourses may call for
revisions at a Later date.

whereas a granmatical description of a Large set of
"randomly" seLected sentences in a language approaches

that constructed for the entire language,15 . study of
restrictions on word conbination within discourses of a

sharply derimited fierd yields various word-classes not
constructible for the entire language. Thus, for the sub-

language of pharmacology investigated by sager and her

colleagues, a word-class G with members such as drug,
glycosides, can be formed on the basis of their occurrence

as the subject of such verbs as penetrate, diffuse into,
is located in, and as the object of lose, resist, is
treated with. A word-class 14 (for rmembraner) can be de_

f ined as the object of , a.g., penetrate {witir members of
G as subject), and of permeate. The verb-classes of the

sublanguage are defined in respect to their possible sub-
jects and comprements. rn the cellular immunology sub-

language (section 3), members of a word-cLass A (antibody,

protein) occur as the subject of is present in, is contained

in, is absorbed into (the occurrence of these words in
subject position may have been effected by a t::ansformation
cf . section 2.2't . These verbs in turn with subject A can

have as complements other words t €.g. t lymphocytes,
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reticulum ceLls (members of a word-class C), Lvmphnodes,

spLeen (of a word-class T) and, in these conbinations, forn

a word-class V. rn the language as a whole, a gentence such

as antibodies contain rvnphocvtes is counted as qranmatical

whereas the restrictions within the subLanquage excl.ude it
(cf. section 4.41. Conversely, there are rules within the

entire language -- e.9., for the formation of imperatives,

which are not required in describinq the discourses of this
subfield, It follows that the grarnmar formed for a given

sublanguage of science is not the same as, i.e., it inter-
sects, the gramnar formulated for the entire languaoe.

The grammar of a particular sublanguage of science is
constructed in part by operations which regularize the dis-
courses in that sublanguage (section 2.21. Thus, in accord

with the guote from Harris before, the set of discourses is
closed with respect to these regularizing operations (other

closure operations are discussed in section 4). Given a

text-sentence such as lvmphocvtes contain antibodv, a pas-

sive transformation may be applied, yielding antibodv is
contained in lvmphocvtes; the latter sentence, as the

former, is within the sublanguage. Similarly, permutation

of the PN phrase in In lvmphnodes .antibodies are produced

yields the sublanguage sentence Antibodies are produced

in lvmphnodes. The role of these operations in establish-

ing a sublanguage granunar is addressed nore fully in sec-

i'ion 2.2.
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In terms of these restricted word-combinations in

a science subLanguage particular sentence types can be

formed. For instance, in the immunology sublanguage,

the last tvro sentences above are of the sentence type

A\/T (which can be read as a sentence: antibodies (A) are

produced in (v) tissue (T) ). For some of the sublanguage

word-classes, subclasses can be formed on the basis of

further restrictions in environment. For instance, are

produced in (with subject antibodv) does not occur with

a member of T, liver, as object. Given such restrictions

a subclass of V, V-, can be defined (also a subclass T--Pv
for liver). The word-classes of a sublanguage of science

are what Harris terms "1oca11y closed" (FISzIL2l. That

is, for a particular subfield at a particular time, the

list of word classes and of their members is closed, thouqh

extendable with an expansion of the field (see sections 3.4

and 4 for important gualifications to this).

Natural lanquages such as English and scientific sub-

languages also differ in respect to the status of their

metalanguaqes. Importantly, natural languages lack a

metalanguage external to them in terms of which their e1e-

ments and operations can be identified. Thus, a granmar

of a natural language is characterizable only in respect to

restrictions of word combination within that language (or:

some other natural lanquage' as a granmar of English in

Spanish , for which the same issue arises). Scientific sub-

languages do not contain sentences of their metalanguage.
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L.23 Relate.d Topics. The features mentioned above are by

no means exhaustive of scientific sublanguages (others are

noted in section 3) nor are they, in the absence of other

descriptions, clearly to be taken as sonehow jointly defin-
ing them. llonetheless, various connections can be traced

between the study of scientific sublanguages and topics in
adjoining disciplines.

For example, the word-classes and sentence types which

are obtained through an examination of discourses within a

scientific field can be said to 'rreflect" the relevant ob-

jects and relations within that field.16 In this, the

methods and results of studies of scientific sublanguages

invite comparison with the efforts of various philosophers

in the earlier decades of this century to establish what

Carnap called "the logic of science".17 Such a comparison

would need to consider rather broad guestions concerning

the character of formalization and the difficulties sup-

posed in describing natural languager €.g., ambiguity,

vagueness.

In connection with formal languages it should be noted

that the "fragments" of natural languages investigated in

model-theoretic semantics, €.g., Montague grammar, could

be considered sublanguages (proper subsets of the entire

language), but in a rather Pickwickian sense. As there is,

as yet, no granmar forwarded by these theories for an en-

tire natural language, one cannot properly speak of a proper

subset of the language q]eqqd under some or all of the
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operations defined in the lanquaoe. ALsor the fragments

studied are not restricted in respect to subject matter

(thus they are not subject-matter subLanguages) and the

word-classes are established not in respect to para-

phrastic transformations but are stated in a formalized

metaLanguage (the metalanguage of which is generalLy some

natural Language).

The study of scientific and technical sublanguages

is al-so pertinent to a more precise characterization of

speech communities. That scientific and technical sub-

languages may be said to rarise' in connection with spe-

cialized activities is itself a fact regarding the use of

language. Particular features of sublanguages or the var-

ious styles in which they are written (or: spoken) may

relate to specific requirements of that activity. The sub-

language of aviation maintenance manuals, discussed by

Lehrberger, shows, for instance, a high frequency of impera-

tive forms, and omissi.ons of the definite article, as in,

e.g., Check indicator rod extension. Such comparisons --

of particular sublanguage features and the conditions and

character of certain actions -- would be of relevance to

"pragmatics". Results concerning the 'distributionI and

'range' of various subject-rnatter sublanguages are impor-

tant to sociolinguistics; certain instances of borrowing

might, for example, be analyzed as occurring between parti-

cular sublanguugu".lB
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Other guestions, more inmediatel.y relevant to the

present work, have been raised by the previous investiga-
tion of the inmunoLogy sublanguage reported in Frs. chap-

ter 3 (section 2) discusses rlanguage-i-iker syslems, L.e.,
tables and graphs, which appear in the "rnfluenzarn arti-
cle. certain of these can be transcribed into sentences

which are analyzable in terrns of the grammar of this sub-
10language.'- Other research articLes contain pictures.

Ifhile pictures evidently cannot be accommodated within a

grarnmar of this subl.anguage, it is of interest that the

captions provided for them generally give the information

which is used (in discussion, in argument) in the article.
Questions concerning relations among scientific sublan-

guages, ambiguity, and sublanguage grammaticality are taken

up in section 4.

2. l'lethods of Analvsis. rn this section and the succeed-

ing one, the methods and results of an investigation of the

cellular immunology sublanguage are presented. The corpus

consists of sixteen research articres, the earliest dating

from 1935, the last published in 1920, which are concerned

with the by-now resolved question as to the cellular site
of antibody formation. Analysis of the regularities of
word combination in these articles yields a set of word-

classes specific to the sublanguage. Aside from some sen-

tences, chiefly occurring in sections marked "Methods" (or:

"Materials and Procedures"), which contained onlv one of
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the word classes (and thus did not exhibit sentential re-
Lations among the word-cLass members), each text-sentence

has a structure representabl.e as particuLar seguences of
these word-classes together with conjunctions and meta-

scientific rnaterial (see sections 3.4-5) which could not

on the basis of this snall sample be organized further.
The formulas of the sublanguage are obtained by adding to

these seguences, i.e., sentence types, subscript and super-

script symbols for, respectively, distributionally distin-
guished subclasses and modifiers. We could test the ade-

quacy of these methods as a means of representing informa-

tion in the articles by noting whether there are appro-

priate changes in the formulas at points where in retro-
spect it is known that new results, methods, and under-

standings vJere introduced.

Details of this investigation are presented in The

Form of Information in Science (FIS), especially chanters

one through five. The present essay on cross-reference

analyzes one of the articles in this corpus and draws upon

the results of earlier research in framing some of its
principal hypotheses (see section 3). Some of the rnethods

and results of this research receive a somewhat more exten-

sive discussion than in FIS (e.g., the discussion of word

classification in sections 2.22, 3.3), while others, in

particular the survey of transformations employed. in regu-

IarizLng the texts (chapter 5, FIS) are perforce sLighted.
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Above it was claimed that the nethods discussed here

serve as a means of representing information in the sub-

language. 'Information' a6 a central concept in this work

awaits a thorough explication.2o As used here, the term

refers to a statement of the restrictions on word-combina-

tion in a given domain (a natural language, a sublanguage

of science) in which (a) each el.ernent represented in the

grammar is established in respect to formal differences

of environment, and (b) those restrictions on elements which

do not correlate with differences of meaning are remo.r"d.21

Various points of connection between language structure and

information are addressed in the brief presentation of

operator granmar in section 2.1 and again in sections 2.22

and 3.3 with respect to the immunology sublanguage.

2.L Operator Grammar. The structure of a given natural

Ianguage can be presented as a succession of constralnts

on combinations of its elements. Operator grammar as pre-

sented here is a particular characterization of how words

combine to form ".nt"r,".s22 in which the syntactic elements

and operations defined in the qrammar have a definite in-

formational value. The discussion is based upon presenta-

tions of operator grammar in various publications of
)?Harris-" and its exemplifi.cation in the detail-ed grammar of

English (GEMP).24

The word sequences which form sentences in a particular

language are characterized, i.e., analyzed or derived, in
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an operator grammar by neans of trro mechanisms. One is

the composition of words in a sentence in accord with the

partial order of word dependencies within each sentence --
that is, a word of a given class A occurs in a sentence

given the occurrence of ordered words of particuLar other

classes 82...1D. The word A is said to be the operator

on other words, its argument, in the cl-asses Br...rD. In:

Margiers selling the house entails Susan's
weeping

entails is an operator taking as its arguments the words

sell and weep. Each of these words is an operator: sell

has Margie and the house as its ordered arguments; the

argument of weep is Susan. The argument reguirement of

a word consists of particular ordered word-sets, one nem-

ber of which is reguiredly a prior entry (in respect to

that word) in the partial order within each sentun"u.25

Elementary arguments are those words which have a

nu11 argument-requirement -- for instance, dog, Richard,

tab1e, 1amp. Those words whose argument requirement only

consists of elementary arguments are elementary opera-

tors; these operators are distinguished by the number of

arguments which they take. Walk and old require a single

elementary argument (Philip walks, A man. is_old)' buy re-

quires two (Tony bought a share), and put reguires three

(Felix put a hat on the table). Finally, there are opera-

tors which have at least one operator in their argument de-

mand. These non-elementary operators include such words
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as likelv, erith a single operator as its argument (That

a nelt-down occurred is Likel,v). other non-elementary

operators have as their argument an ordered pair consisting
of an erementary argument and an operator -- e.g.1 suppose

in s"Ilv supposed thut the trial rorld last a week, astonish
in That Hildy filmed the race astonished sylvan. cause,

as entail in the example above, has as its arguments tr.,ro

operators.

Distinguishing the entries in the partial order within
each sentence reguires careful consideration. rn English
sentences, there are words and affixes which are not entries
in the partial order; rather they indicate that another

word in the sentence is an operator or, as with thc affix
-s, "carry" the oper^Lot.26 For example, that in That a

melt-down occurred is likelv indicates the argument status
of a melt-down occurred under the operator Iikelv (is is a

carrier of that operator). In That fell, that is an ele_
mentary argument. Again, on in the sentence sam relies on

Juan is a reguired indicator of the argument status of
Juan in respect to rery, whereas on is itself an operator
in A ball fell on the carpet, common argument indicators
include (in English) that, to, -inq (cEMp, section 2.A41.

As entries are generally uni-morphemic (i.e, not composed

of other morphemes) , many other affixes , e.g., -dl, -ment,t

lamal-, are obtained means of reductions.
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order among word-entries in each sentence

as a semi-lattice; the sentence above can

fel 1

I
I

a ball

the carpet

As to information: an operator asserts sonething about,

i.e.7 predicates something of, its arguments.

The second mechanism of sentence derivation is the

system of reductions. Reductions are changes in the phone-

rnic composition of words (rarely, they are changes in their
relative position) which words have low information upon

their entry into a sentence. These reductions are by and

large optional; since they preserve, if onl-y in a derived

manner, the operator-argument relations in the sentences

upon which they operate, the reductions are also para-

phrastic. In the decomposition (analysis) of a reduced

sentence, the inverse of a reduction j-s referred to here as

a "reconstruction". Some of the illustrations of recon-

struction provided are taken from (often excerpted) sen-

tences of the immunology articles examined in FIS (cita-

tion numerals refer to Appendix I of that work).

In many reductions a word (or: word-sentence) is

changed in phonemic shape to zero. Repetitionally-based

zeroings involve reduction to zero of the second occurrence
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of a word (-seguence) when it occupies particul.ar posi-

tions in respect to the prior occurrence. In both

lvnphocvtes produce antibodies and plasma cells produce

antibodies, the Latter occurrence of produce antibodies

occupies a position parallel- to the form"t27 
^nd 

is zero-

able. The residue and plasma cells is then transposed to
the first word not serving as a basis for the zeroing,

yielding Both lvmphocvtes and oLasma ce1ls p_roduce anti-
bodies (from 3, 128.9.1). Another case of repetitional
zeroing is the zeroing of the subject of a secondary sen-

tence (along with isl under particular prepositional and

conjunctional operators when that subject is the same as

an argument in the primary sentence. Thus, the sentence

Sera from non-immunized mice were neqative when tested

for antibodies (from 2, 297.3.51 is seen to be a reduced

form of (or: is reconstructed to) Sera from non-immunized

mice were neqative when sera from non-immunized mice were

.|-a c{-oA

A few words can be described as occupying unique posi-

tions in particular constructions and hence are zeroable.

In the relative clause construction discussed in chapter

one (section 8.1), the wh- pronoun (and the operator-

indicator -s attached to the carrier be) are often zeroable:

Pathoqenic bacteria which were carried on the lvmph stream

are often arrested in the glands is reducible to pathoqenic

bacteria carri@eam. ? . (from 1, 783.L.71 .

If the residue of the relative clause upon zeroing which is,
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etc. is an adjective or adjectival- compound, the modifier

can be fronted to a position before lts host: Agglutinins

were taken out of the blood bv the inflarned nodes (from J.,

792.4.01 is a reduction of Agglutinins were taken out of

the blood bv the nodes which were inflaned.

In nany reduced sentences, the reconstruction of a

zeroed word (-sequence) can be distinguished as highly

likely, i.e., as appropriate. For j-nstance, under many

prepositional operators which have an operator and an

elementary argument as their respective first and second

arguments, the first argument is zeroed. fn Bill is on

the line, the likely operator is located (or the near

synonymous present).28 Again, expect takes an elementary

argument as its first argument and an operator as its
second: given the reduced form f expect Edward, the likely
operator is come (I expect Edward to come). A discourse

context can effect the likelihood of a particular recon-

struction: if the sentence above is preceded bv Who posed

this reformulation?, the assured reconstruction is I ex-
)qpect Edward posed this reformulation.-- In the present

work, it is proposed that most, if not all, of the recon-

structions distinguished as appropriate to the sublanguage

(cf. FIS chapter 5.4.41 can be reformulated as tacit refer-

entials (cf. chapter 3).

Finally, as noted before, many affixes are

of reductions.30 For instance, varj-ous suffixes

can be described as the head of a comoound: -er

products

in English

in baker
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is a variant of one (fron one who is in bakinq); _lv in
delicateLv is a variant of in a way (from rna1|g!!g'1!9
ggJ). other aff ixes which yield for instance particur.ar
verbal or adjectivar nominalizations, are formed from
operators: -hood in childhood is a variant of state (or:
condition) operating on a predicative occurrence of a chird
( ). Certain of these reduc_
tions are of especial interest in respect to the immuno-

Iogy and other medically related sublanguages. Thus, the
prefix hvper- (as in hvperimmune) can be obtained from an

adverbial modifier, e.9., more than normal; _itis in lymphan_
qitis is a reduction of inflammation of (inflammation of
lvmph vess.eIs. )

Nearly all of the reductions are optionaL. Some, how_

ever, are not -- for example, the required transposition
of and prasma celrs to a position after lvmphocvtes in the
parallel-zeroing discussed above. That most reductions
are optional (and paraphrastic) is important __ it implies
that the unreduced source form is attested in the language.

rn respect to these reguired reductions, certain inter-
mediate sentences are thus marked with a dagger. other re-
constructed sentences, particularly those established for
tense and other complicated areas of English grammar (GEMP

1.5), are likewise daggered: these reconstructions are made

to establish a base set of sentences (see below). Such

daggered sentences, whire not normally sayabre, can be con-
sidered as grarnmatically possible. Their inclusion in the

t
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granmar of EngJ.ish al-Lows for a statement of reductions

from a base set of sentences with the partiat order noted

above (importantly, these reconstructions satisfy the

partial order constraint). ?ogether with normal. sentences,

the daggered forms constitute I'an extended set of rgramna-

tically possible sentencesr r' (GEMP:18),

Another constraint on word-occurrence is presented

by various linearizations of the partiar ordering of word-

entries in a sentence. In Engl_ish the operator is "con-
ventionarly' said after its first argument: bought operat-

ing on Ether and nails (as its respective first and second

arguments) is realized as EtheL bought nails. However,

other linearizations are possible -- for instance, the

second argument of bought above, nails, may occupy ,'front

position": Nails Ethel bouqht. Similarly, the third argu-

ment of put -- the table (with I as first argument and a

lamp as second) may be placed in front position along with

the argument-indieator on: On the table f put a lamp.

These alternative l-inearizations have the effect of giving

focus (or: topic) status to the argument occupying front
position. The possibilities of linearization in English

are various and quite involved, meriting further study.31

In the research articles, the text-sentences are, of

course, already in a particular linearization; the various

reorderings of words employed in regularlzlng the texts

are re-linearizations (FIS, chapter 5.21.
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The set of ngrarnmaticaLly possibLe sentences' men-

tloned is demarcated by the argument-reguirement of words

and the various Linearizations of the partial order

determined by them.32 From this base subset of sentences

reductions derive the remaining sentences of the language.

As the reductions are paraphrastic, and for the most part

optional, the base subset can be said to contain aLl the

information contained in the whole set of sentences. A

combination of two sentences of the base I e.g., by conjunc-

tion with and, yields again a base-sentence; hence the base

subset of sentences is a sublanguage (cf. section L.221

of an extended English, i.e., the 'normalr sentences of

the language along with some daggered ones.

Each of the elements and operations defined in an

operator grammar has a precise informational value. The

relation of operator to argument is a predication. Reduc-

tions are paraphrastic and it may be conjectured that the

varied likelihoods of particular reconstructions serve

to differentiate the particular operators and .rg,r*"ntr.33

Linearizations of the partial order in a given sentence may

introduce shifts in topic or focus but do not otherwj.se

alter the "substantive" information in that sentence.

As Harris has stressedr34 the grammatical description

of a particular natural language must of necessity be

couched either in terms of that language which is described

or another natural language (e.9., a llrarnmar of Danish in

English). In the first case, the metalanguaqe, i.e.,
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?qgratnmar, is a sublanguage of that language.-' Not alL

comblnations of el.ements occur in a language; the Don-

occurrenee af particuLar combinations enabLes one to con-

struct linguistic eLements in respect to restrictions on

their co-occurr"n"".35 Finally, the information carried

in the language is characterizable, not by recourse to some

abstract structures for which there j.s no clear evidence,

but in terms of those various restrictions on word combina-

tion stated in the grammar.

2.2 Methods of Discourse- and SubLanquage-AnaLvsis. The

(partial) grammar of a sublanguage presented in FIS is a

description of restrictions on combinations of word-occur-

rences within a restricted subject-matter, i.e., a set of

discourses concerned with the site of antibody formation.

A characterLzaLion of these restrictions directlv -- in

terms of the actual text sentences -- would prove a com-

plicated task due to the often dissimilar environments

of particular word-occurrences. Many of these restric-
tions on combination can be eliminated by setting the sen-

tences of a discourse into maximal similarity with one

another, i.e., regularizing the text by transformations

(reductions and their inverses). In the regularized texts,

occurrence-restrictions are stateable in terms of word-

classes of word- or word-seguence occurrences which are

positionally similar to one another. The grammar is a

statemenE of these word-classes and their combinations.
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The reguLarLzLng operations do not correlate with differ-
ences in meaning -- that is, they are paraphrastic. The

elements of the sublanguage granmar presented in section

3 -- the word-elasses and sentence-types -- are seen in
FIS to correlate with changes in the results, discussions,

and methods introduced in the course of the articles, and

so are cl-aimed as an informational representation of the

articl-es. In section 2.2L, the course of analysis is
described in some detaiL. The following subsection focuses

on particular aspects of these methods t €.g. t the construc-

tion of word-classes.

2.2I Course of the Analvsis. The articles described in
FIS were analyzed in order of their appearance in various

journals. For each text-sentence within an individual

article, its subject, main operator, complements, and

modifiers are identified. In many, the effects of parti-
cular reductions are undone. Thus, to use an earlier
example, Both lvmphocytes and plasma cel1s produce anti-
bodies is reconstructed to Both lymphocvtes produce anti-
bodies and plasma cells produce antibodies. fnasmuch as

these reconstructions are used to set the sentences of a

discourse into maximal similarity with one another, only

a partial decomposition is needed. In the example it
suffices to note that lvmphocvtes is the subject of pro-

duce and antibodi s its complement (and likewise with the

second sentence of the reconstruction). The sentence is
not further decomposed in respect to t €.g. t the plural or
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the modifier plasma on celLs. l{ith this proviso, produce

is taken as an operator -- in its first occurrence, with

lvmphocvtes and antibodies as its first (subject) and

second (object) arguments respectivel.y; in its second,

with plasma ceIls and antibodies as arguments.

The discourse property of word repetition noted before

leads to the establishment of word-cLasses: within the

operat.or-argument relations determined by the gross

grammatical analysis, repeating combinations of word-

occurrences are sought. The word-classes are constructed

so that there is frequent recurrence of members of one

class with those of another. For instance, as subjects of

text-sentences with the main operator is iniected into,
occurrences of such terms as diphtheria toxin, an antigen,

and influenzal virus are found. These occurrences are

tentatively grouped into a word-class G. As complements

of the operator, there are such terms as the rabbit, mice

(forming a word-class B). Whether G (and B) are useful

word-classes in the analysis j.s tested by noting whether

other occurrences of these terms can be set into the same

grammatical- relations as those which form the tentative

word-classes by recognized transformations. The text-
sentence Both leqs were iniected with the same antigen

(5,205.1.7) for instance, can be passivized, yielding the

same antiqen was iniected into both 1eqs. In the trans-

formed sentence, the same antigen is subject of was in-
jected into and both legs is the complement. If such
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transformations are available which ao align the word-

cLasses, G and B are set up as word-classes, defined

intensionally as subjects and complements of the operator

iniected. On the basis of its various subjects and

compl.ements, operators (e.9., injected) are assigned to
sublanguage operator classes (J).

severar points in the analysis merit further notice.
Firstly, the establishment of the word-classes yields at
the same time a sentence structure, e.9. r GJB, insanuch

as these classes are defined on the basis of the occur-

rence of their menbers in particular sentence-forning

operator-argument rerations. secondly, the classification
is made on word-occurrences. Thus, strictly speaking, it
is not diphtheria toxi-n for instance that is assigned to
G, but rather a particular occurrence of it. With all of

the word-classes, the argument word-classes in particular
(e.9., G, B) , we try to avoid instances of class-cleavage,

e-g., the assignment of different occurrences of diphtheria

Eoxin to differend word-classes (see section 3 on homo-

nymities in the operator classes and subclasses). Given

the definition of these word-classes -- for instance,

of G as the subject of J (was iniected into, etc.),
occurrences of other words are assigned to these classes

on the basis of their environment (perhaps altered as the

result of a transformation). For example, B. enteritidis
suspension is assigned to G in the text sentence In the

riqht ears 0.02 cc of enteritidis was injected;
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the riqht ears is assigned to B via a pernutation of the

initial PN phras..37 Finally, as wil-L be discussed in

greater detail below, alternative word-cl-asses and sen-

tence-structures as well as alternative definitions of

much the same word-classes can be found. For instance,

B could be defined as the subject of iniected with on the

basis of sentences such as Rabbits were intravenouslv in-
jected with killed cholera spirilLa (from 1.801.4.L!i

use of different transfornations could Lead to setting up

a sentence type BJG.

Other word-classes can be formed in a similar manner.

As subjects of is present in, is contained in, is synthe-

sized bv, occurrences of words such as aqqlutinin, anti-

bodv are noted and are assigned to the class A. The ob-

jects of these verbs include lvmph, lvmphnodes, spleen

and serum which are grouped in a "tissue" vrord-class T.

If these verbs are then classed as V, one obtains, given

a sentence Antibodv is present in efferent lvmph, an in-

stance of the sentence structure AVT (from 7 12.2.21 . In

the text-sentence which contains pathoqenic bacteria are

carried on the lvmph stream (1,783.1.7), the subject

pathoqenic bacteria is of word-c1ass G; the ltrmph stream

is in T. The operator is carried on with subject G and

complement T is assigned to a new word-class U (a super-

script y is attached to indicate the preposition vrhich

introduces the complement. The sentence structure,
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estabLished in resPect to these word-cl.asges with menbers

in particular operator argunent-reLations, is CUYT.

Given an indication of the recurring word-class

combj.nations, each text-sentence is segmented in such a

way that (f) each segment is grammatically a component

sentence of the text-sentence and (2t the segrment is

composed of one of these word-class combinations. lrans-

formational reconstructions are often employed in this

task. For instance, the sentence pathogenic bacteria are

carried on the llrmph stream is a comPonent of a larger

sentence -- Pathogenic bacteria carried on the lymph

stream are often arrested in the glands.... The component-

sentence is indicated as a secondary-sentence on the pri-

mary (GUT) sentence pathogenic bacteria are often arrested

in the glands; the host (symbol) of the secondary sen-

tence receives a sJ-superscript to indicate the attached

relatj-ve clause. The seguence is written GwuT, GuyT.

Within each segment transformations are al,so used so

that the various word-classes in different segrnents are

aligned with one another. For instance, the segment

(1,891.2.L| the rapid lymphatic distribution of antigen

contains in order of occurrence -- words in the classes

T, U, and G. Denominalization yields the lymphatic

_(system) rapidly distributes antigen. This sentence can

then be passivized, resulting in the GUT seguence Antigen

is distributed rapidly by (or: along) the lymphatic system.
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The sentence Injection of horse serun was intravenous can

aLso be denominaLized into the GJB sequence horse serun

was injected intravenously.

Some of the work of standard transformations, €.g, t

passi.ve, denominalizations, can be achieved by re-lineari-
zations, which may not involve the complex statements of

domain presented by certain reductions. For example,

rather than denominalize the segrment the formation of

antibodv in l-vmphnodes (from 6,L57.1.1) to obtain a sen-

tence of the type AVT, the segment can be re-linearized
(cf. section 2.i.) to of antibody the formation in lymph-

nodes. In other sentence-segments, the effect of trans-

formations, i.e., in aligning the sentences into a stan-

dard order of word-class members, can be obtained by use

of an arrow which indicates the order in which the sen-

tence is to be read. For example, the sentence Lvmpho-

cytes contain antibodv contains in order of occurrence

a member of the "cell" (C) word-class lymphocvtes followed

by a member of V (contain) and the A (antibody). This

sentence can be aligned with others of the type AVC by

passivizing it. Alternatively, it can be written:

antibodv/ contain/ lymphocytes + where the word-class mem-

bers appear in the prescribed order AVC. The arrow here

indicates the order of recitation from right to left; the

single slashes separate word-class members.

The result of these methods -- the regularized texts

with a statement of word-classes and sentence-tvpes -- is
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not given by Eome discovery procedure, As word-clasges

are defined in respeet to one another, the startlng
point of the anal-ysis is perforce somewhat arbitrary;
the alternative is to assume that aLL of the word-classes

are established si.murtaneously (for a statement of the

sarne point, see Harris 1951r7).38 This allows for differ-
ing initial classifications which can be revised as other

regularities in combinations of word-occurrences are

established. Other classifications will entail the use

of different transformations in regularizing the texts:
the "cost" (that is, complications) of these alternative
regularizatj.ons will vary.

In addition, the analysis of text-sentences is sub-

ject to several objectives which may in certain instances

compete with one another, permitting alternative analyses

of sentences with differing "costs',. One obvious objec-

tive, noted before, is avoidance of class-cleavage, parti-
cularly in respect to the argument word-classes. Further,

in the text-sentences we seek (1) repeating seguences

of word-class combi-nations such that (21 each seguence

covers as much of the text-sentence as possible. In F'IS

(chapter L:2I-221 , Harris discusses one instance in which

these objectives are at odds. The text sentence |L,796.4.3)
contains a component which can be reconstructed to The

lvmphnodes from the side iniected with that antiqen and the

nodes from the other side were ally inflaned. This
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sentence is representable as a case of a TyT sentence

type if the reciprocal. (reflexive) status of equal. is
used to transform the sentence to The Lvnphnodes fron

the side iniected with that antiqen were inflamed equallv

with the nodes.... Establishing a TyT sentence type

houses the entire segment within a single word-class com-

bination and would be favored by the second objective
?ocited. -- However, the analysis would also entail a redefi-

nitj-on of the word-class Y which generatly takes as its
argument the pair of word-classes C, C. Moreover, there

are other occurrences of the l\rmphnodes were inflamed,

analyzed as a combination of the T word-class and the

w word-class. The TYT analysis would thus be exceptionar.

Transforming the segment so that equallv as appears as a

conjunction between thro TW- sentences is in line with the

first objective and in FIS is the analysis chosen.

In the following text-sentence, slightly altered to
focus on the point at issue, an analysis in Line with the

second objective is chosen:

We therefore consider it improbable that the
lymphocytes present in the fat of the renal
sinus...would give rise to the antibody pro-
tein concentration of the extract of this
tissue. (3, L28.3.21

The sequence We therefore consider it improbable that is
assigned to a meta-scientific word-class (see section 3.41.

In terms of the recognized word-classes, two analyses of

the remainder of the sentence are available. In one,
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hrould qive rise to appears as a conjunction, not assigned

to a $rord-class (cf. section 3.41, between a sentence of

the type CIJT -- (C) lvmphocvtes (W) are present in (1t) the

fat of the renal sinus -- and one of the type AVT (antibodv

protein concentration of -the extract of this tissue). An

al.ternative analysis would treat wouLd qive rise to as the

main operator of an AVT sentence -- the lvmphocvtes would

qive rise to antibodv protein, with lvnphocytes are present

in the fat of the renal sinus and antibody protein (appears

in) concentration of the extract of this tissue as appended

{reconstructed) secondary sentences of the respective types

CWT and AVT. The latter analysis involves reconstructions

not entailed by the former. However, it is in line with

both objectives and so is preferred (cf. section 2.2.2 be-

Iow on other objectives).

Formulas of the sublanguage are obtained by a further

classification of words occurring in the segments presented

by the sublanguage sentence-types, e.g., AVT, AVC, GJB,

GUT. Subclasses of the word-classes are indicated as'sub-

scripts attached to the word-class synbols. They are identi-
fied, by and large, by noting possibilities of word-combina-

tion wj-thin the word-classes. For instance, lvmphnodes

occurs as the subject of the intransitive W-operator were

enlarqed; lvmph, on the other hand, does not. Lvmph (and:

lvmph stream) occurs as the complement of the verb are

carried (on) unlike lvmphnodes. Such restrictions on combi-

nation establish lvmohnodes as T_, lvmoh as T1 , Ee
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enlarqed as 9t-, etc. Detailed subcrasEification yieldsg

subclasses whose members are synonymous in respect to
the sublanguage t €.g., lvmphnodes and lymph gtands as Tn,

svnthesize and produce as vp (synonymy in the subranguage

is discussed further in sections 3.3 and 4.41.

!{hat in FIS are terned "l_ocal operator modifiersn

(chapter 4.2) are distinguished as well by the environ-

ments in which they occur. These modifiers are indicated
as superscripts adjoined (to the right) of the noun or
operator word-class (symbols) upon which they operate.

I"lodif iers on noun word-class members, e.!1., larqe on cells,
arso occur as members of the l'l word-class when they are the

main operator in a segment, e.g., the lvmphocvtes are large

is indicated as C,rWo. If. another operator is the main

operator, E.g. t the larqe Lvmphocvtes are found in the

spleen, the modifier (Iarge) is indicated as a superscript

(C;). Another superscript on these categoriesr E for an

attached secondary sentence (relative clause) was noted

above.

l,lodifiers of operator word-class members include the

following: (a) indicators of quantity, €.9., increase,

decrease, (b) operators upon these indicators of guantity,

€.9., comparative forms, (c) prepositions which mark argu-

ment requirements for operator subclasses, e.9., ty, above

fcr on in are carried on. fncluded here as well are var-
ious aspectual operators, which do not introduce a new

subject into the sentence in which they occur, e.g.,
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the I es began tq prol.iferate in significant num-

berE 16,L64.4.1), Bhe important ,r' superscript (is
responsible for, constitutes a factor in, etc. ) i"li"-
cussed in FIS , chapter 4.2, 4.7 .

As a resul-t of these procedures a set of word-classes,

subclasses, and sentence types is obtained. The (trans-
formed) sentences of the text can then be mapned onto the
cLosed set of word-class symbol sequences (Frs, chapter 4.1).
The formulas comprise the sentence types together with sub-

scripts indicating subcrasses and superscripts indicating
modifiers, and can themselves be read as sentences: AV c9py
as "antibody is produced by large lymphocytes", TnW, as

"the lymphnode is inflamed". The sequence of formulas aLong

with meta-scientific segments marked ,M' (section 3.5) and

conjunctions cover the succession of sentences in the texts.
rn confornity with the major hypothesis of this research,

the different vi-ews and resurts within the articles are

represented by appropriatery differing formul.as. Thus,

the formulas can be said to represent the structure of in-
formation within this subscience (FIS, chapter 3.1).

2.22 Discussion of the Methods. Analyzing a sublangr:age

involves regurarizing a text in order to establish word-

classes of positionally similar terms, combinations of which

recur frequently in the text.. Relatedly, as much of the

text-sentence as possible is brought within the confines

of a single formula. Thus, rnodifiers on a particular word
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in the text are, when possible, represented by adjuncts

(superscriptsl on the worc-class symbol for that word,

rather than reconstructed as a secondary sentence con-

joined by g!. Reconstruction of secondary sentences does,

in other cases, assist in maximLzLng recurrence of the

established sentence types (cf. the discussion of patho-

qenic bacteria carried on the lvmph stream are often

arrested in the qlands). This objective also leads to the

establishment of word-classes some of whose members are

composed of two words, e.g., lymph glsgam, lvmph qlands.

The inclusion of pluri-word segments within a single word-

class is supported by the fact that these pluri-word mem-

bers in some instances have synonyms consisting of a single

word, cf. lymph, lvmphnodes {section 3.3) and in some arti-
cles are treated as single units by neans of abbreviations,

e.9., the use of "pI.c." for plasma ce11s, of .SRBC" for

sheep red blood cel1s. !{ore importantly, in respect to the

transformations, these members are transposed or otherwise

altered as a unit.
An objective of the analysis, not mentioned above, is

that the formulas be informationally additive, i.e., that

material which would otherwise alter the information stated

in a formula is represented in the formula. This objective

requires that various operators which indicate whether

the sentence J-s, €.g., asserted, negated, guestioned, are

somehow represented in the formula for that sentence. In
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only some cases has this objective been reached (princi-
pally for operators of negation). In other cases, the

indications of "asgertion-status' are contained in seg-

ments marked rMf and have not been organized further (e.g.,

We therefore consider it improbable above).

Two aspects of the procedures deserve further consi-

deration -- the formation of word-classes and the use of

transformations :

Cl-assification. Classification into word-classes is
made, as noted before, on occurrences of words urithin the

articles. One conseguence of this, addressed in section

3.3, is that various occurrences of what in an operator

granmar is considered the same trord are classified in some

instances into different word-classes (e.9. r trroduce in

different occurrences is identified as belonging to V, W,

and the colon word-class). Word-occurrences are grouped

into classes on the basis of their recurrence in particular

word combj-nations. Certain word-seguences, particularly

adjuncts which often comrnent on methods, do not recur, and

are therefore not assigned to any word-cl-ass, e.g., bled

to death in ...tissues rich in plasma cells from highlv

immunized animals bled to death (from 3,L22.4.1). Within

a particular article there may not be sufficient recurrence

of particular combinations of words to establish clear-cut

word-c1asses. However, over the course of the articles,
these word-classes become "entrenched" (the term is
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Goodmanrs) with additional repetitions of these combina-

tions. rn other cases, the assignment of word-occurrences

into sublanguage word-cLasses and subclasses nay be

revised as other combinations of words are encountered.

This neans that, overall, classification of word-occur-

rences is made on the basis of the entirety of word-combina-

tions within the articles. It may be of some interest to
compare this crassification with one made either for each

individual article considered separately, i.e,, a discourse

analysis of each articLe, or one made for the articles
taken cumulatively, L.e., in chronological order (the anal_y-

sis made here is closest to the latter but for the revi-
sions). The different classifications and "rates of en-

trenchment" might themselves prove instructive as to the

course of change in a research area. I{ithin particular

articles, there are differences in word-combinations which

would distinguish, for exampLe, dj.fferent antigens as sub-

classes of the word-class G. Hor^rever, in respect to all
the combinaticns in the various articles, such subclasses

cannot be established. Finally, it should again be noted

that even within the procedure sketched above, alternative
classifications are possible, with differing "costs".

Transformations. Transformations (reductions and

their inverses) enter at several points into the course of

the analysis. Initially they are employed in identifying
within each text-sentence the mai-n operator and its argu-
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ments. Given a tentative classification of word-occur-

rences into some class, transformations are used to test
this cLassification by noting whether in terms of these

transformations one can alter word-occurrences into speci-

fied grarnmatical relations with one another. FinalJ-y,

given a statement of the word-classes and sentence-types,

some text-sentences (or segments of them) are further trans-

formed to set members of the word-classes contained in them

in alignment with those in other sentences or seqments.

Two final notes on transformations. The first con-

cerns the fact that a good number of the text-sentences

have two or more readings, and thus, different reconstruc-

tions can be offered for these sentences. Some of these

reconstructions, however, can be eliminated from considera-

tion in line with the objectives of obtaining frequent

recurrence of sentence types, each of which encases as much

of the text-sentence as possible. For example, the sen-

tence -- This experiment served to demonstrate the early

appearance of agglutinins in the regional lvmph nodes and

serum (from I,789.4.1) -- is ambiguous. Reconstruction of

the sentence into segments with lymph serum or regional

serun wouLd yield word combinations which do not otherwise

occur in the articles. In order that as much of the text-
sentence as possible is included within a formula, the sen-

tence, under the meta-scientific operator This experiment

served to demonstrate, is reconstructed to This experiment

served to demonstrate the early appearance of agglutinins
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in the reqional lvmphnodes and the earlv appearance of

aqqlutinins in serum. That the source of anbiguous sen-

tences is often that which yields the largest repeating

sentence types is confirmed by the judgments of nspeakers"

of the sublanguage who $rere consulted and itself confirms

the adequacy of these nethods as a means of representing

information in the subscience (these rnethods, as opposed to

informaL -- and thus non-controllable -- judgments of

authorfs intent). In other cases, the reconstructj-on is

readily discerned by examination of neighboring sentences,

as well as consideration of the reconstruction's similari-
ties with other sentences over the bulk of the articles.
For instance, article 5rL64.3.2 contains the segment

thereafter mature plasma cel1s diminished rapidlv which is

ambiguous considered in isolation: the diminishment may be

in the size or the number of the cel1s. The preceding sen-

tences indicate the latter as the source: Mature plasma

cells beqan to appear in larcre numbers onlv on the 4th dav;

thev were the predominatinq cells on the 5th and 5th davs.

Examination of other articles may yield instances of ambi-

guity which cannot be resolved in terms of the criteria
noted above. In such cases, interpretation of the sentences

may reguire, e.9., the elicitation of sentences which are

^^^..-^J .: - !L^ ^^.; ^-^^clSStlltlELl Lll LllE -UIgIrUE.

Secondly, the segmentation of text-sentences into

components and word-class members may be considered the
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resul.tanL of a battery of paraphrastic transformations in
the sense of Hi2 (196L, LgG4: 10L-1021.40 That is, the

transformations yielding the regularized text-sentences

impose as well a structure on the sentences which conforms

to (i.e., corroborates) the segmentation based on word

occurrences. within the domain of a sublanguage, there is
the opportunity to test the conjecture (of Hii, see 19Gl:49)

that each (sublanguage) word is distinguishable by a unique

battery of transformation".4l

3. ResuLts and Discussion. The results of the investiga-

tion whose procedures hrere reported in section 2 are pre-

sented in the tables of Appendix r in Frs and are discussed

in chapters 3 and 4 of that work. Resul_ts of a parallel
effort in French for research articles on the same problem

occupy the second appendj-x and are discussed in chapter 7

A)of FIS.'- The tables in these appendices give, for each of

the articles, analyses of those sentences carrying the main

argument of the article: together with the actual text-
sentence, the regularized transform and its formulas are

displayed. fn presenting these results here, a selection

obviously had to be made -- I present the major word-classes

and sentence types of the sublanguage along with results

which will prove pertinent to a description of cross-refer-

ence in the "Influenzal Antibodies" article. Following

presentations in various subsections, I discuss connections
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to the present essay on cross-reference. Other implica-

tions of these results, of generaL linguistic import,

are discussed in section 4.

3.1. Word-classes. Listed below are, in order, the major

argument and operator word-classes of the sublanguages.

Next to each word-class, some of its members are given

together with various subclass designations where appLic-

able.

Argument Word-Classes :

G antigen, diphtheria toxin, influenzal virus,
disease (Gf)

A antibody, agglutinin, protein (AD)

T blood (Tb), lymphnodes (Tn), lynph (t ), spleen (T")

C lymphocytes (Cy), plasma cel1s l9zl, macrophage (C.)

S cytopLasm (S") r ribosomes (SU)

B rabbit, *ice43

Operator Word-CLasses :

J inject, administer

U stimulate, uptake by tUlt, found in (Ui)

V formed by (Up); appear in (V1) , secretion by (V") ,
absorbed to (V;)

W change (W") , large (Wg) , mature (W*) , flows (Wrr) ,

inftamed (wf)

Y were typical-Iy, derived from tvlf

Some members of these word-cLasses consist of more than one

word: this, as noted before, is the result of the structure
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imposed on the sentences by ig6s regularizLng operations.

rn the present essay it is hypothesized that at reast each

of the major argument-classes in the "rnfluenzal." articLe
has a referentiaL classifier. More preciseLy, the hypothe-

sis states that there are cross-referential, reLations (as

defined in chapter 1) in which the referential crassifies
its referend as well as all other members of the word-

class to which the referend belongs, €.g., that an occur-

rence of l]rmphocvtes is cross-referred to by the celrs,
and that other members of c (prasma cells, reticulum cells)
are classified by cell: plasma cells are celrs (chapter 3,

sections 3.27-22 provides a detailed discussion).44

3-2 sentence Tvpes. Regularization over the set of arti-
cles yield sets of partially similar sentence types. fn

the listing below, parentheses around a particular word-

class symbol indicate that there are text-segments in
which a member of that class does not appear. Each of
the sentence types is followed by a sample sentence of
that for*.45

GJ(B) Schick test toxin was injected at
the same tine intradermally.

€,,Gu('TlT(rT) Pathogenic bacteria are often arrested
in the glands.

AV(C) Antibody is concentrated chiefly with-
in lymphocytes.

AV(T) Antibodies had been formed in the
right lymphnodes.
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Plasma ceII proliferation becomes much
more intensive ln the tisgues.

The lymphnodes were found inflamed.

Sentence types which have a V, W, or Y" oPerator are

termed "response sentences" (chapters 2.6, 4.3, FIS). In

many occurrences these resPonse sentences are conjoined

with sentences of the types GJB or GUT. These conjunctions

forn a word-class designated by colon (':') ' e.9., follow-

ing, after, produce. Such occurrences can be represented

by a macro-sentence type, i.e., GJB: response sentence:

On immunization with severaL antiqens
simultaneously, the concentration of
antibody in the blood becomes much
higher.

Occurrences of these sentence types may have refer-
ential classifiers as well, 8.g., these findings/observa-

tions (cf. chapter 5, sections 3-6). One can substantially

reduce the number of sentence types of the sublanguage if
one considers, for example, an occurrence of antibodies are

present in larqe numbers (AV1 as an incomplete AVT or AVC

sentence type. Such a reduction is proposed in the present

essay by expanding incomplete sentences ihrough tacit
referentials, e.g., the sentence above could be expanded

to antibodies are present in large numbers in the cells,
with the cells a referential. The possibilitv of this re-

duction depends on (I) the regular occurrence of instances
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of the fuLl sentence types and (21 the hypothesis above

that referentl.al. classifiers are available for the maJor

word-cl.asses (see chapter 3, section 2 for a thorough dis-

cussion).

3.3 SubcLassification/Svnonvmv' A large number of the sub-

classes only have a single member t 8.9., liver (Tv). Seve-

ral subclasses have a few or many members which are in this

sublanguage synonyms of one another. A sample follows.

Tb bl,ood, serum, ,o"=cu1"t46

tr, lymphnodesl glands

T1 tynph stream, 1y.ph47

Vi present in, contained in, appears in

un produced by, synthesized by, formed by

V' seep through, drain from

Yl descend from, originate from, arise from
c

u.: is arrested by, is heLd by
].

lf_ formation, -poeticp

Synonymy relations also obtain among members of locaL

operator modifier classes :

few, little, low

b begin, start off, induction

I primary, single, sensitizing

e changing, developing, differentiating

r have a role in, participate in, is concerned
with, is responsibl-e for

(for a more thorough listing, see FIS, pP. 55-66). The con-

sequences of this result are many-fold: section 4.5 dis-
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cusses some of these in detail. Here it can be noted that

examination of cross-references provides additionaL evi-

dence for some of these synonymy reLations, cf . 7, I.5,L-2.
McMaster and Hudack gave unequivocal evidence of the
direct importance of lymphoid tissue in antibody
formation. After subcutaneous injection of the anti-
gen it was mainly the lymphnodes that were respons-
ibl-e for this production.

where this production refers anaphorically to the occurrence

of antibody formation.4S

Harris notes another relation -- "dependent synon-

ymy" -- where a particul-ar subclass member occurs given

the occurrence of a particuJ-ar operator or argument sub-

class; for example, coated occurs in V, with protein (Ap) .

The restricted sel-ection of words in a subl-anguage

also permits consideration of factorlzing single words

into synonymous word-sequences. This has been attempted

to a limited extent in the study of this subscience: is

free of can be factored into does not contlin (W;) 
'

proliferated into are producejl in large numbers (w:) , cf.
w

FIS, chapter 5.9.

There are as well a fair nurnber of homonymities in

the sublanguage -- that is, instances in which the same

English word (in respect to the operator grammar of the

- .49language)'- appears in two or more classes. As noted

(section 2.21, this situation is a consequence of classi-

fication in respect to word-occurrences in a regularized

text. For example, immune and morphologically-related
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forms (immunize, immunization) appear in both J and A;

produce sometimes occurs in Vn, in other occurrences it is

a member of W.r, Yc, and the colon. Other instances of
P

homonymity are presented in FIS, chaPters 3 and 4.5 50

(see section 4.5 of the present chapter for nore discussion).

3.4 Open Questions. Noted below are a few areas which

require further research.

(I) Beyond those word (-sequences) grouped into the

conjunctional colon word classt €.9., after, following,

produce, ff, other occurrences of conjunctions and con-

junctional verbs (here including Points to, E-Ueests.,

indicates) have not been, and perhaps cannot be, organized

into word-classes. Pending examination of a 1-arger corpus,

they may be considered operators of English on sentence-

segments represented by the formulas, and on neta-scientific

segments (section 3.5, 4.1). In mathematics, sequences of

sentences are subject to well-formedness conditions as is

seen in proofs. Tt certain of the conjunctions can be

organized into word-classes and subclasses, this will likely

prove useful in characterizing argumentation in the articles.
(21 As with the conjunctions, so too word-sequences

expressing quantity, e.g. ' celI-counts, measurements of

volume, of time, could not be grouped into closed word-

classes. Such terms may be considered as part of an as-

sumed (prior) science -- arithmetic.
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(3) In work on this sublanguage, we excl'uded fron

further consideration those sentences which $tere found to

contain only one (and in some instances none) of the sub-

language word-cLasses (this class vras generally an argu-

ment word-cLass) insofar as these sentences did not yield

sentential relations among word-classes. 9lhile such sen-

tences included the majority of those in "Materials and

Methods" {or "Procedure"} sections of the articles, this

is not an arbitrary exclusion: stray occurrences of sub-

language sentence-types are found in these sections: con-

versely, other sections of the articles such as "Results"

contain sentences of this sort. There are apparently

connections between sublanguage Sentences and those con-

taining a member of only one sublanguage word-class. For

instance, the 'proceduralt operator were extracted is

evidentLy related to the (superscripted) modifier of

various members of T t e.9., @. Other

rprocedural' operators may be related to measurements,

cf. (21 . A description of these connections would prove

instructive as to relations of Laboratory techniques and

results in the irnmunology subscience-

3.5 Meta-scientific Segments.5l Determination of the

sublanguage sentence types yields, as a residue of the

segmentation imposed by the regularizing operations, Por-

tions of sentences in the text which are here identified

as "meta-scientific". These portions, marked rr}4o in the
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tables of FIS, may be looseLy charactetLzed as appertain-

ing to the investigatorst epistenic relation to resuLts,

etc. reported by the subJ.anguage sentences (occasionaLly

referred to as "science sentences"). The M-segments can

be delinited in many cases as being operators on the

science sentences (which are their first or second argu-

ments).

Included in M are oPerators

a science sentence whose subject

of the operator. These incl-ude:

which have as their object

is not identical with that

assume, note, state, find,

contend that, demonstrate that, hol-d that, expect, etc.

Subjects of these operators incLude particular investiga-

torsr names. These subjects also occur with another group

of operators, whose object is a nember of an argument word-

class of the sublanguage, e.9., excise, use, analvze,

examine (these verbs can be noted as M').52 Finally,

there are operators which have a science sentence as their

only argument: these (M") include is likelv, ]9_Pro!eb}s,

is a fact (theory, problem) ' emerges, results. Certain

verbs, termed conjunctional above (section 3'4 (1) ) might

also be considered meta-scientific.53

"Meta-scientific" as used here should be clearly dis-

tinguished from metalanguage and from such metalinguistic

refereniials as the latter, the second sentence above.

The operators noted above do not belorrg to statements about

word combinations in the sublanguage, as would be the case
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for "Antibodv" does not occur as the sub

tor "is enlarsed". Further remarks reLevant to this dis-

tinction are in Hi2, L982.

While some preJ.iminary distinctions concerning M can

be made, at present these segments cannot be coLlected

into sublanguage word-cLasses. It may be that they are

part of a meta-science conmon to severaL science sublan-

guages. One might expect to find different M segnents in

the harder sciences, €.!.1 where particular results are

assigned probabilities.

It is of some interest to see whether, and if so, to

what extent M and the science-sentences can be seParated.

In a number of text-sentences, operators of a meta-scienti-

fic character have been retained in the science-sentences,

€.9., demonstrable as in A significant amount of antibody

protein was demonstrable in the nodes. These oPerators

may be extracted -- It was demonstrated that a signifi-

cant amount of antibody protein is present in the nodes --
and It was demonstrated that is then assigned to M (that

was demonstratable can be considered a variant of was

demonstrated requires eliciting judgments of paraphrase

from "speakers" of the sublanguage). The science-sentence

fact is put into the present tense.54 other sentences

may contain segments for which there are no precise

criteria for extraction; judgments of scientists would have

to be used, at least provisionaIly.55
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In chapter 5, section 6.3, I have attenPted to rtrans-

Latef a number of text-sentences of the article into a form

where meta-science segments are seParated from the science

sentences and the science segments can be read indepen-

dently of these seglnents. This aim has been reached only

in part: the section supplies the "rules of translationrl

(some of these are transformations) and comments on some

of the difficulties confronted. Some of these can be cir-

cumvented if the translation is made after resolution of

particular cross-references in the article'

The examinatiOn Of cross-reference in the "Influenza]"

article tests this division of texts into meta-science and

science sentenceS. It might be expected that referentials

in meta-science segments have referends both in other

segments and in science sentences (the latter inasmuch

as these meta-science segments oPerate on science-sen-

tences). In this work, it was supposed that referen-

tials in science sentences have their referends only in

other science-sentences of the articLe (cf. section 4.1).

The results, reported in chapter 5, section 5.2' supPort

this conjecture onlY in Part.

4. Specifying the Immunology Sublanquqg€ilssues and

Implications. In section 1.2, a scientific sublanguage

was "initially" and externally, i.e-, extra-grammat'ically'

characterLzed as a set of articles concerned with a parti-

cular research problem (or: theory); in the present case,
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the ceLLular site of antibody formation, This sectlon

attends to issues associated with a grannatical characteri-

zation of the sublanguage of 5,mmunol.ogy. The previous sec-

tion sketched a partial grammar of the subl.anguage -- a

set of word-classes, subclasses, sentence types. At the

present stage of investigation, the grarnmar is but a par-

tial one -- as noted in section 3.4, there remain questions

concerning the description of meta-scientific material,

conjunctions, and expressions of quantity. Pending the

resol-ution of these guestions, there are options in the

specification of the sublanguage; these are surveyed and

discussed in section 4.1. Section 4.2 examines in what

sense the sublanguage can be considered to extend be-

yond particular portions of the articles and their regular-

ized, i.e., transformed, counterparts. The present essay

on cross-reference also involves an extension of the sub-

language by way of implicit sentences and incorporates a

hypothesis as to its closure in respect to resolution of

cross-references (section 4.3). Section 4.4 addresses the

issue of what, is ungrammatical in regard to the sublan-

guage grammar. A discussion of synonyrny and ambiguity in

the immunology sublanguage is presented in section 4.5.

4.I Delimitinq the Sublanquage. The grammar sketched in

section 3 does not describe the entirety of the research

articles which form the corpus. Notably it separates out

those text-sentences which were found to contain only one
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member (in some instances, no member) of the word-cLassesi

such sentences obviously do not exhlbit sentential rela-

tions among the word-class nembers' These sentences

generally occur in sections of the articles entitled I'Mater-

ials and Methodsn or nProcedures". It shouLd again be noted

that this is not an arbitrary exclusion: stray se.ntences

conforming to sentence types of the gratnmar are found in

these sections; conversely, "methods sentences" are en-

countered in t €.g. t sections describing or discussing re-

sults. This situation is not unusual in descriptive lin-

guistics -- having established regularities in a corpus of

linguistic material, particular fragments can be identified

which do not exhibit these patterns t Q.9- r quoted mater-

ial from another language (cf. Harris, 1951:375). In FIS

the text-sentences found in the "t'lethods" section of the

articles were not described; they may be supposed to com-

prise a sublanguage of laboratory procedures. There are

clearly connections between this "Iaboratory sublanguage"

and the immunology sublanguage- For instance, in the

"Influenzal" article described in chapter 4, the sublanguage

modifier 'x' for extracts is evidently related to the

'procedural, operator were extracted; modifiers relating to

quantity in the sublanguage may be related to measurement

procedures; the occurrence of the term lvmph-plasma (and

its synonyms) is Preceded, it appears, b-y a sentence des-

cribing centrifugation of the ty*pfr.56
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It is important to note that the basis for excluding

"methods" sentences from the sublanguage is the absence of

regu!.arities characteristic of the remainder of the arti-

cles. Otherwise, one might, informaLl.y, specify the

sublanguage as occurrence in the texts with closure under

the regularizing oPerations noted in sections I and 2. As

mentioned above, the regularized texts are described in

terms of sentence-types (more precisely, formulas) , e'9',

AVC, GUT, CWT, occurring under neta-scientific operators

as well as conjunctional and quantificational operators

which have not, and perhaps cannot be establ-ished as parti-

cular word-classes. This situation presents an option in

respect to demarcating the sublanguage -- one may include

the rneta-science operators, the conjunctions, and quanti-

ficational operators in the sublanguage or exclude then.

fhe latter possibility would restrict the sublanguage

to instances of the sentence-types ("science-language")

sentences). These sentences could then be taken as closed

under particular operators, e.9., and, %, not- Meta-

scientific operators and conjunctions are considered to

form higher order languages; arguments of these operators

would be various referential pro-forms (usually pro-sen-

tential) to the science-language ".rrt"rr."".57 Given a

sentence such as The authors demonstrated that antibody is

found in the lvmphnodes, one would form a meta-science

sentence -- The authors demonstrated this, with this
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referential to the science-language Eentence, Antibody is
found in the lvmohnodes. To delimit the subl.anguage along

these lines invoLves the following considerations.

(1) Under various neta-scientific and conjunctional

operators, a number of science-language sentences may be

deformed, i.e., nominaLized. To estabLish these sentences

as self-standing (grammatically independent) wiLl thus in
many cases entaiL further regul.arization. For instance,

the underlined portion of the following sentence would have

to be denominalized:

Ehrich and Harri-s have denonstrated titers
of antibody in the reqional I ter in-jection of antigen. (3rLzL.7.L

One could then establish a sentence of the sublanguage --

e.g., Hiqh titers of antibodv are present in the reqional

lymphnodes after iniection of antiqen, (are present is

obtained as a reconstruction of an appropriate zeroing)

and a higher-order meta-scientific one -- e.g., Ehrich and

Harris have demonstrated this. (cf. item 3 below). Another

issue which arises here is the need to establish criteria
for meta-science" material so that various words, €.9. t

demonstrable (cf. section 3.4) can be extracted from the

science-language sentences.

(21 Even if science-language sentences can be esta-

blished as grammatically independent of M-operators and

conjunctions, these sentences would not in all- cases be
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"infornationaLly independent,r of them. lthat is, under

various M-operators and conjunctions, the science-language

sentence is in various rrays negated or stated to be rikely,
inprobable, etc., a.g. t the negation nothinq has emerqed

which speaks directlv in favour of in On the other hand

nothinq has enerqed which speaks directrv in favour of the

participation of the lvmphocvtes in the formation of anti-
bodies (4,I2I.4.1). The science-language sentence alone

would in such cases inaccurately render what is stated in
the text-sentence.

(3) This option presumes either that there are no

cross-references from the science-language sentences to

material in M, or that such cross-references, if any, have

been resolved. The present work tests the hypothesis

that in the "Influenzal" article there are no cross-ref-

erences of this kind. As is noted in chapter 5, section

5.2, this hypothesis does not quite hold; this entails
that demarcating the sublanguage along the lines suggested

requires the prior resolution of cross-references.

(4) Finally, it is not clear in what way guantifi-
cational operators can be separated out from the science-

language sentences (see section 4.2 for some further con-
c,8siderations)."

The other possibility is to include these various

operators -- meta-scientLfLc, conjunctional, and quantifi-
cational -- in the sublanguage. As noted above, the
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gratnmar presented in FIS does not characterize these; a

larger body of articles is needed to establish whether any

of these forms can be organized into word-classes. At the

present stage of research, the most cautious course would

be not to definitively decide between these possibilities.
The hypothesis noted in the third item above obviously is

a consideration in deciding among them.

4.2 Extending the Sub}anguage. The gratnmar of the sub-

Ianguage describes not only the regularized texts but also

the original text-sentences (minus those of the ttlethods

sections) in that the former are obtained by (paraphrastic)

regularizing operations from the latter. Alternatively,

one can state that the sublanguage, i.e., the regularized

texts, is closed under these operations -- now, taken in

an inverse order. The scientific sublanguage so defined

conforms to the definition presented before: "proper sub-

sets of a language...closed under some or all of the

operations defined in the language".59

The regularized texts and their original text counter-

parts may be referred to as "the l-anguage of the articles".

In these articles, authors forwarded differing positions

as to the site of antibody formation. Some researchers

claimed the lymphocyte as the site; others claimed the

plasma celli in early articles in particular, it was often

assumed that these positions were mutually exclusive. Part
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of the resolution of this problem consisted in establishing

that lymphocytes and plasma cells are in fact different

stages of a single cell Lin".60 Thus, this language cannot

be taken as a rtruth setr in the sense of HLz lcf. chapter l,
section 5, and Hiz, 1969a).51 rn respect to the entry of

new word-classes, subclasses, and sentence-types over the

successive articles, one might speak of the language of the

articl-es as one which is changing. However, if the corpus

is viewed as a sanple or a selection from a rlargerr sub-

language, these changes in sentence-types, etc. can be said

to refLect differing opinions and results within that common

62suDlanguage.

To speak of the language of the articles as a 'selec-

tion' from arlarger' sublanguage is to pose the question in

what sense(s) does the grarunar describe more than the lan-

guage of the articles. Tf the description were only of

this "1anguage,,, the situation would be comparable to that

of the philologist describing a closed text. Hovrever, the

granmar of the immunology sublanguage incorporates a Pre-

diction that articles within this subfield which are

added to the corpus will contain sentences analyzable with

respect to the established word-classes and their combina-

tions (with explicabre extensions).63 This is one obvious

sense in which the grammar is to describe more than the

language of the articles-
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The language of the articles can also be augmented

(i.e., extended) by specifying various closure operations

on its sentences. For instance, the science-language sen-

tences, perhaps under various meta-science operators, can

be taken as closed under such operators as gry!, g, and

not. These sentences could aLso be said to be closed under

operators such as @19, suspect, find dubious, !gy, con-

firm, etc. -- given a science-language sentence, e.g.,

Antibodv is concentrated chieflv within lymphocvtes, the

sentence The authors suspect that antibodv is concentrated

chieflv within Lvmphocvtes is al-so within the sublanguage.

Extending the sublanguage in this manner would be in line

with the claim that opinions and results in the research

reports can be discussed and opposed within a sublanguage

common to both the reports and the discussion of them.54

one can also consider closure of the sublanguage

under various rules of inference. For instance, closure

with respect to a rule of inference which "drops" modi-

fiers derived from appositive relative clauses (cf. chapter
AfL, section 81of, would yield, when applied to, e.g.r A few

scattered pl-asma ce1ls were found in the retriperitoneal

fat in 3 animals (from'3,L25.8.1), such sublanguage sen-

tenees as -- Plasma cells were found in the retriperitoneal

fat., Plasma cells were found in the retriperitoneal fat in

animals. (cf. section 4.3 for related discussion.)

Specifying other closure operations requires further

consideration of the word-classes and subclasses of the
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gratnmar. The word-eLasses are equivalence classes of words

and word-sequences which occupy gramnatically simiLar posi-

tions in the regularized texts. Less obviously perhaps,

the subclasses are equival-ence classes of elements which

share a particular limitation in distribution, i.e., which

are restricted to occurring with particular menbers of

another stated word-cl"ass. Thus, it appears that the sub-

Ianguage may also be augnented by closure under all substi-

tutions of one word-cLass member for another in the science-

tanguage ".rra.n""=56 
(see qualifications below). For exam-

ple, given a sentence of the GUT sentence-type Pathogenic

bacteria are carried on the lymph stream, one can substi-

tute another member of G, €.9., S. typhi for pathogenic

bacteria and obtain a sentence of the sublanguag".ST Inter-

substitutability of all members of a given word-class,

however, would extend the sublanguage to a point where

subclasses could no longer be discriminable distribution-

ally. To preserve distinctions among the various sub-

classes would require restricting substitution in instances

where a word (-sequence) is a subclass member to other mem-

bers of that subclass.

substitution of one member of a word-class (or sub-

class) for another such member is at present limited by two

considerations. Firstly, as noted above, in the regular-

ized texts of FIS, a "reading" arrow is used in the stead

of various transformations, €.9., antibody/ produce/ plasma

ce 11s is regarded as an instance of the AVC sentence
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type although it is read in the order of CVA. fn such a
sentence, i.e., employing an arrovr as a reading device,
produce is an "inverse member" of the word-class v; gener-

arly, "inverse members" of a word-class are not substitut,-
able for their non-inverse counterparts t €.g., is produced

bl. Secondly, certain word-classes of the sublanguage

have as members words or word-sequences which are not of
the same grammatical category in English, e.g. t vascular
(an adjectj-var operator) and serum are both rnembers of 'tb',
which again limits possible substitutions. Both of these

restrictions on substitution are eliminable given further
regularization of the texts. rn regard to the first con-

sideration, sentences regularized by means of the "reading',
arrow can alternatively be t €.9. r passivized or linearized,
thus dropping the distinction between "inverse" and non-

inverse members of a word-class or subclass. In regard

to the second -- a regularized text,-sentence such as

Antibody is absorbed vascularly can be transformed to
Antibody is absorbed bv (or: along) the vascular system;

vascul-ar svstem and serum as nominal phrases are substitut-
able for each other.

4.3 qIle4€jons in the Present Work. In the present in-
vestigation of cross-reference, the sublanguage, at least
with respect to the "rnfluenzal" article, is augmented by

implicit sentences needed to resolve particular referen-
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tials (cf. chapter Lt secLLon 2.4, and chapter 3, section

3.2). In many instances a hypothesis can be made as to

the implicit sentence required. This is then confirmed

or amended by consultation with the authors of the article.

In some cases it may be more appropriate to characterize

the implicit sentence not as part of the immunology sub-

language but as part of some assumed prior science. For

example, to obtain a referend for the referential The

enl-arqement of the node in the Passage --
Mlcroscopically there was marked diffuse hyper-
plasia of Lymphoid tissue reaching a maximum two
days after the injection. The enlargement of
the node $ras seen to be due to swelling of the
cortex.... (200.3.1-2)

reguires a number of implicit sentences -- among them,

hvperpl-asia is of cel1s., cells are in a node. Such sen-

tences might be described as part of hisLology.

The present work also examines the hypothesis that

the sublanguage is closed under resolution of referentials

in the "Influenzal" article. That is, the consequences

or paraphrases of various science-language sentences with

replacement of a referential by its referend are supposed

to be analyzable in terms of the established word-class

combinations of FIS. In this supposition of closure under

particular rules of conseguence, the present work invites

comparison with Carnap's definition of sublanguage in his

Logical Syntax of Language: S, is a sublanguage of S, (Sf

and S, are formally constructed language systems) if (1)

every sentence of S, is a sentence of Sr, and if (21 R2 is
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a conseguence-class of RI in S, (Rl, R, are sententiaL

classes), it is Likewise a consequence-class of Rt in St

(Carnap , L937 zl.79l . &2 is a conseguence-cl-ass of Rt if

every sentence in the former is a conseguence of the latter
(Ibid., L?21. The first condition for a sublanguage is

close to the reguirement that a subLanguage be a "proper

subset" of the J.anguage -- in the present case, the lan-

guages are not formal systems. The second condition posed

by Carnap corresponds, albeit more loosely -- there are no

ready counterparts to Carnapts sentential classes here --

to the requirement that the proper subset be closed under

some or all of the operations defined in the language (cf.

section l).

4.4 Sublanqu.age Ungrammaticalitv. In English a seguence

of words is ungrammatical if it is not analyzable in terms

of the operator-argument relations and reductions of the

gratnmar , e.g., Happilv vour down fragrant between a. sen-

tences which satisfy operator-argument requirements can be

considered more or less acceptable: compare John fell, A

chair fe1l, A report feIl, A void feII. In Mathematical

Structure of Lanquaqe (1958 z52l , Harris suggests that the

characterization of sentences as more or less acceptable

is "replaceable" by noting in what discourse contexts the

sentence .u' o."ur.68 Discourse-context may be equated

with membership in particular subject-matter subl-anguages'

sentences which are questionably acceptable in everyday
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English, e.9., -1 went to the hospitalr lnay occur rrnatur-

ally" in some story like those of George Gamow, Thus,

the constraints on word-combination stated in an operator

grammar of English do not preclude the admission as gram-

maticaL sentences of word-sequences which are regarded as

"nonsensical." -- these sentences can be considered to have

low likelihood.59

CharacterLzLng certain word-sequences as ungrammati-

cal in the immunology sublanguage is a difficult matter.

Some sentences, acceptable in English, axe excluded from

the sublanguage as they are composed of a different vocab-

ulary t €.g., No two species with identicaL niche require-

ments can continue to exist. Other sentences, composed of

the sublanguage vocabulary, 8.9., Antibody contains lympho-

cvtes., can perhaps be excluded inasmuch as they, taken

together with other sentences of the language, e-9., Lympho-

cvtes contain antibodv., and general rules of inference,

lead to a "collapse" of the word-categories A and C.70 The

body of sentences which comprise texts in the science of

immunology, as opposed to sentences in English as a whole,

must satisfy the demands of the science for coherence and

warranted assertion. A patent falsehood such as Ralbits

are immorta} is rejected by an immunologist (the sentences

presented here have been checked with informants, i.e.,

immunologists). The negations of these sentences, however,

may be acceptable within the immunology sublanguages or
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some prior science and used inpLicitly in the course of
argumentation.

Other sentences are acceptabLe, though only with

arlowances for "loose usage" or metaphor. rn the irnmunoL-

ogy articles analyzed in FIS, netaphor is conspicuously

absentTl -- anis points to the limited possibilities for
a word to extend its selection within the sublanguage.

Nonethel.ess, certain ext,ensions of a word I s selection do

appear to lead to acceptable sentences, albeit ones r,rith

low likelihood. For example, tissue proliferates is accept-

able as an instance of "loose usage" as is cells are in-
flamed. Actually, it is a collection of cells that proli-
ferates and organized groups of ce1ls that are said to be

inflamed (thus, a ce11 is inflamed is rejected by my in-

formants). The sentence Antinoay is proa"cea Uy

cells is regarded as questionabLe -- if acceptable, it is
only as elliptic for AntiFodv is produced bv lvmphoid

cells of which reticulum cg_lLs are an earlier stage. Tf

the occurrences of these words in these sentences are

classed with other of their occurrences, i.e., if class-

cleavage is avoided (cf. section 2.2l., one obtains in-
stances of established sentence-types:

Tissue proliferates is an instance of TW

Cells are inflamed is an instance of CI^l

Antibolbr_is produced by reticuLulr ce1ls is an in-
stance of AVC
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Proliferates and are inflamed can thus take as arguments

words which in other of their occurrences accept other

}l-operators. Other members of the C word-class, e.9.,
plasma celLs, lvmphocvtes, occur ag second arguments of

is produced bv (with first argument antibody). /r

On the other hand, sentences such as Antibody prolif-

erates, Antibodv is inflamed are rejected by immunoLogist-

informants. If class-cleavage is to be Prevented, anti-

bodv would be classed as A, proLiferates and is inf-lamed

as W. These sentences would then be instances of an AW

sentence-type. This sentence-tyPe is not encountered in

the corpus and could only be accommodated within the sub-

language by revision of the definitions of well-established

word-classes. Such sentences, i.e., which do not conform

to the well-entrenched sentence-types of the sublanguage,

may be considered ungrammatical. A more definitive answer

to the question of sublanguage ungralnmaticality presumes

the study of a larger corpus t Q.g. t one amplified by elici-

tation from informants.

whether sentences in a scientific sublanguage exhibit

a grading of acceptability, whether certain sentences --

formed out of the sublanguage vocabulary and grammatical

in English -- can be described as "sublanguage ungrammati-

cal', -- are clearly questions which are important to the

topic of the relation of sublanguages to the system of

which they are part. Further investigation of these mat-
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ters is pertinent as wel1 to questions posed in other disci-
plines. One is the various attempts by varlous of the

logical empiricists, €.9.1 Carnap, Hempel., Reichenbach, to

establish a 'criterion of cognitive significancer whereby

certain sentences wouLd be excluded from scientific dis-
.,4

cussion.'- Another is the discussion of rappropriatenessl

in "pragmaticsn. tAppropriatenesst -- insofar as this
notion does not refer to the sociaL constraints posed by

etiquette and the like -- may be characterizable as gram-

maticality in respect Lo a sublanguage.

4.5 Implications. In addition to the general result re-

ported in FIS -- the statement of a (partial) grammar of

a scientific subLanguage, there are specific results which

are of interest in regard to the use of language in science,

and, more broadly, to central topics in granmar. This sec-

tion addresses two of these topics -- synonymy and ambig-

uity. Chapters 3 and 4 of FIS discuss other issues of

relevance.

Svnonvmv. In section 3.3, instances of synonymy-

relations among members of particuLar subclasses of the

grammar were cited -- for instance, between lymphnodes anc

glands i-n T-, between ie produced bv and is svnthesized by
1- n'

in V . This result has a number of significant conse-
p

seguences. As Harris remarks:

The importance of this synonymy lies in the fact-
that the openendedness of the English vocabulary
in science is only aPparent and not real: an author
can draw for the Vp position upon any word that
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even remotely means "to make", but in so doing he
is not using the particuLar meaning of the word,
but merely using di$terent phoneme seguences for
the one entity ,p.''

An earLier inforrnal observation of BLoomfield locates the

"source" of this result in the character of scientific

inquiry:

As, by convention and training, the participants
in scientific discourse learn consistently to
ignore al.1 private factors of meaning, the lexical,
grammatical, and styListic features of their in-
formal discourse become indifferent.... We say
that scientific discourse is translatable, and
mean by this that not only thill,ffis between
languages but, within each language, the difference
between operationally eguivaJpnt wordings has no
scientific effect. (1939 :471''

In the sublanguage analysis, synonymy among word-

occurrences is a resultant of paraphrastic regularizing

operations performed on sentences in a discourse. This

result stancls as a confirmation of transformational analy-

sis: whatever the priori.ty of word-meaning in learning a

language is (and this bears more scrutiny than the posi-

tion has generally received), transformational analysis is

a description of relations between sentences (cf. MSL, sec-

tions 4.0-4.1) in respect to which meaning-relationS among

words is derivative.T6 one effect of these synonymy-rela-

tions is an extension of the paraphrase relation beyond

sentential forms which share the same co-occurt"nt=.77

That is, substitution of a synonym in a sentence of the

sublanguage (here taken to be vrhat was referred to above

as the "language of the articies") yields a paraphrase of
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that sentence. A corol.lary of this in regards to ambiguity

is noted below,

It may also prove instructive to compare these results

with the distributionaList theory of synonymy as articu-
lated by Hoenigswald in a number of papers, in particular

in his review of John Lyons' Structural Semantics.TS In

accord with this position, two words are synonymous if in

all environments they are interchangeable (Hoenigswald,

1950:18!. Two familiar difficulties with this position

are: (1) environments cannot be exhaustivel,y Iisted over

an entire Language, and (21 the existence of forms t E.e. t

color-words and numerals, which appear to be intersub-

stitutable, though do not conform to what we would want to

call synonymy. To the first rdifficulty' Hoenigswald

responds by first noting a parallel rdifficulty' in

phonemic analysis where an exhaustive listing of environ-

ments is not to be had but where dornains are tentatively

set up which are later justified as roptimalr. That is,

consideration of wider environments does not yield an

alteration in the phoneme (combinations) established.

Moreover, the 'unboundedness' of language does not pre-

vent an in principle assessment of interchangeability given

the transformation of sentences in a discourse into the

kernelized forrn.79 To the second rdifficulty' Hoenigswald

counsels consideration of the discourse environnents of

sentences in which the troublesome forms (e.9., numerals)
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occur: the supposition is that the wider environments of,

e.g., Four plus two is eiqht, will- dLffet fron that of'

e.o.. Four plus tWO iS SiX., L,Q. r that the envlronnents

of rtrue, and rparadoxicalt sentences wlll differ.80

The status of the distributionaList theory in respect

to the immunology sublanguage depends on how the subLan-

guage is specified (sections 4.1-4.3). If the sub}anquage

is restricted to the "Ianguage of the articles", then the

environments of particular word-occurrences can be exhaust-

ively listed. In this case, the first supposed difficuLty

does not even arise. However, few, if any, of these occur-

rences share exactly the same environment so that in the

,'language of the articles" there would presumably be no

synonyms as defined by the distributionalist theory. Tf'

the sublanguage is extended to allow for all substitutions

within the same word-class, then the basis upon which

those subclasses which are synonym-sets are distinguished

is lost (section 4.21 . If substitution in the case of sub-

classes is restricted and closure in respect to various

consequence operations is adnritted, synonymy as defined

by the theory may obtain. The question being raised is:

under vrhat extensions of the language of the articles can

one test the distributionalist theory to see whether suffi-

cient repetition, confirming the theory, obtains' This

requires further studY.

In any event, the results noted in section 3'3 give

point to the concern with the discourse-environments of
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hrords as regularized by means of transfornational anal'ysis.

In a closed corpus, Hoenigswaldfs supposition that rtruthr

is a distributionally discriminable environment (HoenigswaLd

L965zL92l is perhaps not an issue. It may be said that

within each article in the J.anguage of the articles, the

sentential environments of particular words and sentences

are, if not I true I statements, those which are !'tarranted

assertions (cf. section 4.41.

Ambiquitv. Within the immunoLogy sublanguage, and

likely in all scientific sublanguages' the presence of

ambiguity is considerably reduced. The 'source' forms,

i.e., the regularized reconstructions, of many text-sen-

tences which in isolation would be adjudged ambiguous

appears to be readily determinable, either by examination

of neighboring sentences, e.g., mature plasma cells dimin-

ished rapidlv (discussed in section 2-221, or by the esta-

blishment of recurring sentence types, each of which en-

cases as much of the text-sentence as possible (cf. sec-

tion 2.21. one should note the possibility in some in-

stances of differing analyses of text-sentences in terms

of the sentence-types established in the grammar (cf. p. 141-

43): this may be termed'sublanguage ambiguity'. That the

appropriate reconstructions are typically those which

yield the 'j.argest repeating sentence-typesr is confirmed

by immunologist-informants and is itself evidence for

the dependencies stated in the grammar of the sublanguage.
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9fhether aLl such cases of ambiguity can be settled in
thiE mannel reguires detailed study (cf. a hypothesis to

this effect in MSLz20L-2, 2L21.

tDi.ctionaryr ambiguity, i.e.1 hononymy, also plays a

reduced role in the immunology sublanguage. Certain words

whj-ch are 'ambiguousf in English as a whole (see below)

have within this sublanguage only one of their senses.

For instance, while a cel.l. is interpreted differently --
though in each case definitely -- in discourses on, €.9,1

prison conditions, poLitical movements, and cytology, in

the immunology sublanguage -- only the 'cytological' sense

8ILs useo.

There is another sense in which 'dictionary' ambiguity

can be reduced in this sublanguage. Hi|, in "The Role of

Paraphrase in Grammar" notes the "open problem" of

"whether dictionary ambiguities are reducible to grammati-

cal ambiguities" (1964:99); "The distinction between a

dictionary ambiguity and a grammatical ambiguity is made

mainly by the fact that in the case of a dictionary ambi-

guity we give paraphrases that contain different words

(dictionary definit.ions) from those present in the ambi-

guous sentence, whereas in the case of a grammatical ambi-

guity we come up with a paraphrase which contains only

words appearing in the ambiguous sentence" (Ibid-). with

the above-mentioned extension of paraphrase relations by
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synonym-sets, the homonymity of, e.9., produce (cf. sec-

tion 3.3) can be eliminated by choosing appropriately

different synonyms for it in each of its occurrences in

different subcl.asses of the sublanguage. Por instance,

produce in V- can be taken as EI@, in Y" as develops
P

into, and in coLon as cause.

Harris notes that "if the symbols (rather than the

words) are looked upon as the real vocabulary of the sci-

ence, sufficient for its reports, then both homonymity

and synonymy disappear" (FIS, chapter 3:85). The suffi-

ciency of the symbols for the rePorts is supported in part

by the results of the previous investigation, though

problems in regards to quantifiers and "indicators of

assertion" (section 3.4) reguire resolution before this

claim can be ful1y substantiated. As is, the situation in

the irnmunology sublanguage is close to that conjectured

in "Report and Paraphrase": there (pp. 588-90), it is

supposed that, in a language of science, one may define

syntactic elements positionally, rather than as morphemes

which require rePresentation for the entire range of

their occurrences.

5 . Surnmarv.

abridged form,

sublanguages.

of'discourse'

This chapter provides, in an admittedly

an introduction to the study of scientific

Following a brief description of the notions

and 'sublanguage' as areas of linguistic
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investigation (section 11, the methods of analysis employed

in studying a corpus of articles in imnunology are Pre-

sented and some aspects discussed in detail (section 2).

Section 3 presents a sketch of the grammar of this sub-

tanguage and notes some of the $tays in which the present

examination of cross-reference in the "Influenzal" article

buiLds upon, tests, and extends results obtained in the

prior investigation reported in FIS. In section 4, the

important though difficult guestion as to grammatical

specification of the immunology sublanguage is cliscussed.

Possible extensions of the "language of the articles" are

presented in sections 4.2-3. Section 4.4, addresses the

questions of what is ungrammatical in the sublanguage; in

section 4.5, the topics of synonymy and ambiguity are con-

sidered.
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FOOTNOTES CHAPTER 2

1. A discussi.on of these procedures -- whereby various
units of analysis are estabLished -- may be found inHarris, Structural Linquistics (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1951) (hereafter cited as nSLu). In like
fashlon the procedures in historicaL descriptions are
founded upon a comparison of discourses. I; a compari-
son of earlier and later stages of a Language, it is sup-
posed that each stage has been synchronicalLy described(cf. Hoenigswald, I,?nquPqe Chanqe and Linquistic Recon-
struction, especially chapter 3).

2. Harris, SL, p. 7, fn. 4, and chapter 4; Mathematical
Structures of_Lanquaqe (MSt) , chapter 3.I.
3. For this formulation, see Harris, Notes du cours de
svntaxe, pp. t3-16 (paris: Editions du ffi-ter 2. l.
4. Harris, SL, p. 367, and MSL, chapter 2.1.

5. Chapter 10 and 13 of SL provide examples and dis-
cussj.ons of simultaneous components and morpheme alter-
nants, respectively; they are discussed as cases of regu-
Larization in MSL, pp. 158-150.

5. As Harris noted in the paper "Discourse Analysis"
(Paper XXIX of PSTL), this is due to the fact that "descrip-tive linguisti.cs generally stops at sentence boundaries.
This is not due to any prior decision. The techni.ques oflinguistics were constructed to study any stretch of
speech...but in every language it turns out that almost allthe results lie within a relativel-y short stretch, which
$re may call a sentence. That is, when we can state arestriction on the occurrence of element A in respect to
the occurrence of element B, it will almost always be the
case that A and B are regarded as occurring within the same
sentence." (p. 3L4, pSrL). This remark should be con-
sidered along with the stochastic procedure for marking
'sentence boundaries' noted in chapter 1, section 1.1, andfn. I of that chapter.
-1. For the property of word-repetition under various con-junctions, see chapter I, section 2.4.I above. MSL, chap-
ter 5.8, provides a more detailed discussion of word-repe-
tition (cf. the work of Hoenigswald cited in fn. 1, p. 1
fn. 2 for a related point). Earlier discussions of dis-
course analysis are presented in papers XXfX-XXI of PSTL
and j-rr Harris, Discourse Analys.is_Re-g.i.nte (The Hague:
Mouton and Co.,-8631 .-
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8. Harris, "Dlscourse Analysis"r pp. 34A-42.

9. These results are reported ln Harris, et aI, The Forn
of Information in Sclence (to be published by n. Reidel

ies in the Philq-gopbLof Science);
page numbers a
hereafter referred to as FIS. Chapter 3 and chapter 4,nlntroductionn, of FIS provide some preliminary discussion
of the resuLtsr connection with the notion of information.

10. This formulation was suggested by the discussion ofrslants of meaning' in Hi2, nAl.etheic Semantic Theoryr,
pp. 448-50.

11. The phrase is due to Putnam in "The Meaning of Mean-
ing", pp. 2L5-7I, in Mind, Lanquaqe, and Realitv (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press , L975r. Some of the guestions
raised by Putnam in this paper can be approached by the
study of sublanguages; in other respects, the position
adopted there concerning rword meaningt diverges sharply
from the conclusions reached in research on the immunology
sublanguage, cf. sections 3.3 and 4.5 below.

L2. See the sample definitions of 'dialectr collected and
discussed in John Reinicke, Language and Dialect in Hawaii
(Honolulu: University of Haw a
the article "Dialect" of Edward Sapir, reprinted in Selected
Writinqs of Edward Sapir, David G. Mandelbaum, ed., lffi-
Iey: University of California Press, L9491, pp. B3-88.

13. MSL, chapter 2.6.

14. In particuLar I have used examples from the Sager and
Lehrberger articles in Kittredge and Lehrberger (eds.)
Sublanquaqe (New York: DeGruyter, 1982).

15. This poinL is made in Harris, "New Views on Language",
p. 248, in Senta PL6Lz (ed.1, Transformationelle Analvse:
die Transformations-theorie von Zel1iq Harris und i-hre
Entwicklunq (Frankfurt am Main: Athenaum Verlag, L9721

16. Harris, "Discourse and Sublanguage" in Kittredge and
Lehrberger (eds.) 9ublanquage.

L7. Carnap, Logical Syntax of Language, especially Part VB.
lcf. section 4.3 be1ow.) Ajdukiewicz, in his article
"Language and Meaning", does not speak of sublanguages and
his conception of semantics differs markedly from the
point of view adopted here. Still, his suggestion that
for precise semantic investi-gations one should not speak of
"one Englj-sh language", but "a medical English language' a
physical English languagel etc.rr (1978:64) is in the same
vein as the study of scientific sublanguages.
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1.8. Cf . Gumperz on "li-nguistic range" and ,'degrees of
compartmentaLizationn (p. 230) in his article n?he Speech
Community'r, in Glgl-ioli (ea.; Lanquaqe and Socia1 Context
(Harnondsworth: Penguin, 19721 , pp. 2L9-23L. For tEe
suggestion on borrowing, see the Xittredge article in the
volume noted in fn. L4.

19. The term tlanguage-like' is used in MSL, chapter 7.4.
Language-like systems are ekin to what Sapir called
"transfers". Carnap (cf. fn, L7 above) provides an exampl_e
of a card-index system (the card being an 'object-namel
and the rider, e.9., nl,ent", being a predicate), p. 6 in
Loqical Svntax of Lanquaqe in which the symboLs are movable
items. Other language-like systems are noted in Good.man,
Lanquaqes of Art, chapter IV, especially section 10, and
chapter V, and in the Clerk Maxwell article on diagrams,
Encvclopedia Britannica, vol. 8 (1910), pp. L46-49, and the
Boltzmann article on nodels in voL. 18 (I91I)r pp. 638-40,
cited by Goodman on p. I71.

20. For a discussion of information along the lines of
this investigation, see chapters 6 and 7 of Thomas Ryckman
Gramrnar and Information (Colurnbia University dissertation) .

fornation, drawing uion results of
Carnap and Tarski, is presented in several papers by Hiz,
cf. Hiz, L979 , 1984.

2L. "Removed" in some situations would be more accurately
rendered as "transferred to domains of reductions", see
belovr. The formulation offered is presented in MSL,
p. 189. There is no suggestion here of any unique way by
which redundancies are eliminable.

22. GEI4P, chapter 1.

23. See, for instance, those presented in the section on
Operator Grammar in Harris, Papers in Svntax (Hiz, ed.)
(Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1981), papers L2-I6.

24. For a discussion of operator-grarnmar of French, see
Maurice Gross, "Les bases empiriques de 1a notion de pr6di-
cat semantique", Langages, voI. 53 (1981), pp. 7-52.

25. A note on the word "reguirement": certain of the
elementary arguments mentioned below, €.9., dog, table,
Iamp, occur in the singular only with a preceding a
{occurrences without a are derived as reductions of forms
containing a). This iequirement in GEMP is stated in terms
of an automatic addition of a to these words and not as an
independent entry. Thus, foi instance, not as part of the
argument reguirement of lamp (GEMP, pp. 64, 25I-521. Other
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norphological reguirements on words -- such as case end-
ings, are taken as argument-indicatorg which are not en-
tries (cf . below in text, and GEIr{pr pp. 40, L67, 2G4,t.
'tArgument-reguirenentn is thus to be distinguished from
these norphol.ogicaL requi.renents -- some considerations
on argument indicators are presented below.

26. ltore precisely, the rthird person presentr affix
-s is analyzed in GEMP (2.03) as an indication of opera-
tor status and not as an operator, €.9,, call operating
on Rudi, Marv as its f irst and second argr.rlnents yields
the sentence ngq.i_ca11s_Uarl (the indicator -s has a zero
variant when ffient of the operaTor is r, you,
or is of the form N and N or pLural), In the case of pr"-
positional, nominalfEiFadjectival operators, the affix
-F is not attached to the operator itself but to a 'rcarrier"EA. Under various higher olerators, the indicator -s l-s
IEp1aced by tense morphemesl e.g., -ed, wiLL; this 6es not
alter the status of be as a carrier, p.g., was, were, in
I was late, You wereTeevish.

27. For specification of parallel-position, see GEMP, 2.52,
3.41.

28. Pages 191-98 in
tional Properties of
tioqeq, vo1. V (198f)

Ryckman and Gottfried, "Some Informa-
Prepositions", Linqvisticae Investiqa-
, pp. I59-2I4.

29. In GEMP, the discussion is phrased in terms of likeli-
hood-inequalities anong operators and arguments (section
1.21. The reformulation of this in terms of likelihood of
reconstruction was suggested by Henry Hiz.

30. The course of these reductions is quite complex and
cannot be fully described here, see GEMP, sections 3.65-67,
and passim.

31. GEMP, 3.1 and 3.21.

32. The base sentences are thus analyzed by a restricted
categorial grammar: t,he operators are functors with various
argument-requirements. The grammar is restricted in that
there are no functor-forming functors. It is possible
that the grammar should be extended to such functors. It
is possible such functors can be established for sublan-
guage grarnmars.

33. For the conjecture, see Harris, rtMathernatical Charac-
terization of the Structure and Informational Power of
Language", pp. 7-9, 21.
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34. The followlng encapsulates points addressed more
fuLly in MSL, chapter J..

35. For further discussion, see gection 5 of the paper
cited in fn. 33 and references given in fn. 20 of that
paPer.

36. MSL, chapter 2.3.

37 . From article L,796.2.2.

38. It may be possible to devise sone ',discovery proce-
dure" for the establishment of word-classes despite this
arbitrary starting point. Alternative procedures could be
provided as well leading to alternative classifications;
for some relevant considerations, see H12, LgS7, ,'Types
and Environments"r Philosophv of Science, vo1. 24, pp. 2L5-
220.

39. the side iniected with tjrat antiqen and the other side
can l ctive.-.-G-Ge
secondaifsentences are instances of tire sentence-type GJB.

40. These two papers differ: in the former, transforma-
tions were not reguired to be rul"es of "constant semantic
difference".

4I. A sublanguage word might be taken as a set of synonyms
cf. section 3.3 and 4.5 below.

42. Interestingly, it was found that the word-classes and
sentence-types constructed for the English corpus sufficed
for representation of the French articles. This result,
i.e., of largely similar granmars of sublanguages in dif-
ferent languages, is corroborated by those of Kittredge
and his associates for weather-reports in French and English
(see the Kittredge paper in the volume cited in fn. f4).
Whether sublanguages of particular sciences in different
languages tend to share the same or similar granmars would
ideally be tested by the choice of languages less closely
related than are English and French. In respect to such
a test, the adoption of particular languages as generally
accepted "vehicles" of scientific communication ? e.9.,
Russian and English, presents a complication.

43. A revision of this word-class, based upon the examina-
tion of referential-classifiers, is noted in chapter 3,
section 3.22.

44. Such classifier words are akin to variables in logi-
cal systems, see chapter 1, section 10.
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45. The sentences given below are taken fron the articles,
Other sample sentences, given in FIS, presune an extension
of the sublanguage, such as is discussed in section 4.2-9.
46. Bhat VqqcUlqr is of a different grammatical category
than ttre oEiiffibers of B* presents a compLicationr-
addressed in section 4.2. Y

47. Alternatively, one might consider
fier word.

strean as a classi-

48. Bhe passage presents other synonlzmy relations: the
first sentence may be considered epiphoric (though not
referential) to the second. This points to a connection
between lvmeloid,tigsug in the first and the lvmphnodes
in the second; simiLarly the direct importance ot jF-lInked
to were responsible for. Some remarks a propos such links
are presented in the discussion of epiphora in chapter 5.

49. An operator-granmar attempts to reduce instances
of "c1ass-cleavage" by analyzing occurrences of words
in different positions as the result of reductions, GEMP,
2.07.

50. FIS, pp. 84-85, discusses synonymy and hornonymy rela-
tions among the symbols for the operator subclasses.

51. A thorough discussion of these segments from which
the following presentation is excerpted is found in
FIS, chapter 2.I.
52. Mr might alternatively be considered part of the
"procedural sublanguage", cf. section 3.4 and 4.1.

53. For some instructive examples of conjunctions which
are in some instances part of the object-Ianguage and in
others metalingg;is'lls, see Danuta Hii, "Some English
connectGGffilSuble Life: in and outside fhe obiect-
language", unpublished manuscript, L973.

54. This j-n line with the position that facts are tense-
less. For a discussion of tensing of a lower operator in
respect to a higher one, see GEMP 5.L2.

55. A complication arises in respect to such extraction
of meta-scientific operators: in the case of operators
such as supposed in (3rI28.3.4) If ttrs plasma ce1l is
supposed to be a hiqhlv active ce11 tvpe,... extraction
to, e.g., If it is supposed that... removes from the
science-sentence the indication of its assertion-status
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(section 2.22r, contra the obJective that the fornulas
be informationally additive. As the entire guestion ofrrassertj.on status" is at this time poorl.y understood,
extraction of M-operators might be argued to be a neces-
sary first step in the identification of operators affect-
ing the status of a sentence as asserted, hypothesized,
etc. Referentials can be seen to be relevant here as weLl..
Cf . article 2, L.1.3-4 ggjhe other hand, Ehrich
et. aL em?hi?ize the i
respect. lthis respect is referential to the process ofEffiiEv foffiffi-IiiT' sentence not given@
ald White seem tg have pfo9rced further evidence in favoui
of the last-me@. The referential -- the

the second sentence ',pffis up',
f its referend, the importanie of

lvmphocvtes in the pro_cess of antibodv formation, under
the M-operator emphasize.

56. There is also a close relation between aoqlutination
and the antibodv (agglutination is evidence for the pie:-
sence of antibody). The Methods and Materials section of
the "Influenzal-" article is also described here in regard
to cross-reference. It is further discussed in chapter 5,
sections 5 and 6.

57. This formulation of the relation between science-
sentences and meta'science material was suggested by Zellig
Harris.

58. These operators might be considered as part of some
assumed science such as arithmetic or as part of the
"methods subl-anguage" which operates on science-language
sentences.

59. One should note here a question raised by Lehrberger
in an examination of aircraft-maintenance manuals, namely,
the status of such forms as Check indicator rod extension
(see fn. l4l. The form (or: y
gramnatical and thus, not part of a proper subset of the
language. An alternative suggested above (section 1)
is to consider such forms as "stylistic reductions" of
grammatical sentences, e.g. t Check the indicator of the
rod's extension (Lehrberger presents a list of these "re-
ffich do comprisl the sublanguage in the sense
given.

60. An overview by two imri,unologists of the course of re-
search is given in chapter 8 of FIS.

61. Given a consensus among irnmunologists as to the truth
of a substantial number of sentences in the articles, it
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nay be possibLe to isolate a truth-set within this lan-
guage. If so, some extensions of the subl.anguage sug-
gested below, e.9., by negation, would have to be re-
evaLuated.

62. NonetheLess, it may be expected that the rate of
change in scientific languages may in sone sense be great-
er than that in the 3.anguage as a whole owing to the pace
of scientific inguiry and the nlife-situationsn in a
science. For some apposite remarks, see the Harris paper
cited in fn. 15, and Hoenigswald, 1960, section J..2.

63. This prediction is borne out by work done by Janis
Vieland on articles which investigated the effect of hor-
mones on the immune response.

64. By way of contrast, if the sentences in "Methods"
sections are considered to comprise a sublanguage, such
closure operations would be questionable: these sentences
are for the most part assertions.

55. Cf. Estival, et aI. Information in Conparatives,
pp. 29-32 for discussion of this rule.

66. As presented here, this closure operation is a hypo-
thesis. If borne out, i.e., if the sublanguage can be so
extended, then in respect to the augmented sublanguage,
grammatical categories (word-classes) can be taken as
"semantic categories" in the sense of Husserlts Loqical
Investiqations, volume II. For a discussion of Husserl I s
definition of semantic categories, see Hi2, "Intuitionsof Grammatical Categories", Methodos 12 (1950) r pp. 311-19,
and TDAP number 2I, Syntactic Completion Analysis and
Theories of Grammatical Categories, especially section 2.

67. Cf. fn. 45.

68. The notion of racceptabilityr in MSL is distinguished
as inegualities of likelihood in GEMP, I.2.
69. The distinction between sentences of low acceptability
(or: low likelihood) and sentences which are ungrammatical
is close to, if not identical with, Husserl's distinction
between Unsinn and Widersinn in his Logical Investiqations.

7A. More precisely, inclusion of such sentences would be
an exception to the regularities which lead us to establish
A and C as word-classes. In respect to immunology, it
would lead to an "absurdity".

7I. There does occur one case of a rather elaborate meta-
phor, referring to a "biological minuet" (pp. 67-68 in
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Ellzabeth Leduc, eL aL., "studies on Antibody productlon
rr. The primary e_secondary Responses rn th6 popriieii--
Lymph Node of the Rabblt", Journll of Experimentir ueai-giner_volume 

_ 
L02 (1955) , pp sin a Discussi.on section ol- trre article wh"r" the authorsare speculatlng as to the mechanism responsibte foi-;---particular result.

72. cf. Hoenigswald, 1960r chapter 4, for a discussionof extension of a morph's seleclion.
73. For the comparison, see Harris, ,on a Theory of Lan-guage", Journat of philosonhlr vol. 23 (l9ZO) , p;. iSi_iA(p, 27olffia'crireridn or' ioii.itiv"significancer is enormous i for some insight,ful 6iscussion(with references|, see Hempel, "Empiriciit criteria ofCognitive Significance: problems and Changes", pp. l0i_
lzz i1 Aspec!,s of scientific Expranation ittew vork: Therreeerffi
7_4. Harris, 'On Grammars of Science", appearing in afestschrift for Rulon Wells.

75. The use of "operational" in this passage does notappear to be subject to the usual obje-tions voicedagainst operationarism, see "A Logicit appraisar of opera-ti-onalism" for_these objections, pp. 123:33, in the Hi,*p.rbook cited in fn. 73.

76. ?his result also suggests comparison with thePregean dictum that words have meaning only in the contextof a sentence (p. 7L in J. L. Austin itrar,'=.y The Foundaj
@ (Evanston: Northwestern unffiffiPress' 1980)) - such a comparison is made difficult by'Frege's use of tsatzr for what i.s usuarJ-y rendered as"proposition". There is also the guesti6n as to how
"meaning" is to be interpreted, i.6., as ISinn| orBedeutung'- since the sentences regularized in ine anaty-sis are in a discourse, the resurt mi.gnt more properly b6said to confirm the "integrity" of dilcourses as a domainof investigation.

77. see Hi2 , L964, and the section on ambiguity below.

78. The review of !y9n" appears in Journal of Linqulstics,vol. 1 (1955), pp. 191-90; atso Hoen '
}$gricag.Journel gf_-philolocry, voL. 76 (19s8) ,-pb. 2g}_g3-,and sectron 3.2 of Hoenigswald, 1960.

79. The status of Hoenigswald's response here is uncrearinasmuch as the hypothesis of kernelization, presented in
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earller work on transformational analysls (papers NXI,I,I,
XXVI, XXVII in PSIL, give the egsential developmentl, has
been superceded in operator-grammar.

80. lloenigswald, 1955:192.

81.. In the Methods and Materials section of the llnfluen-
zal.'article, there are occurrences of the word cell in a
non-cytologicaL sense, _nanely_as photoelectricalEl in
sentences L95.1.3 and 196,1.12.


